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Bartholomew Awarded Doctorate
at Winter-Graduation Ceremonies
One hundred and two candidates for
Barnkk. Trent?n. Ohio; James Brandon
Bradley, Memphis. Tenn,; Joseph
graduation received diplomas during winter
Buckland. Kingston. Jamaica; Elaine
commencement ceremonies at Harding
Watson Darrah. Des Moines, Iowa; Helene
University December 17.
Marie Dockery, Lexington, Mo.; Michal
Gary Bartholomew, president of York
Lynn Earnhart. Oswego, N.Y.; Sherrill Gae
College, York, Neb.. encouraged the
Farnstrom, San Ramon. Calif.;
graduates to use their education as a tool of
Dolla Kay Hall. West Memphis; Kevin F.
service to others. Bartholomew, a former
Meyer, Montezuma. Iowa; Alice Jane
member of the Harding faculty, thanked
Powell, Las Vegas, Nev.; Samuel A. Pratt,
several individuals who had contributed to
Quincy, Ill.; Richard Thomas Stuart,
his life, and challenged the graduates to
Texarkana, Texas; Rhonda D. Branyan
seek opportunities to better the lives of all
Stuart, Camden; Thomas Alfred Tabor,
persons whom they encounter.
During the ceremonies President Clifton
Tucker, Ga,; David Keith Tomlinson,
judsonia; and Craig Thomas Zeringue,
Ganus presented Bartholomew with an
Ama, La.
honorary Doctor of Laws degree. A
graduate of both York and Harding,
Those graduating magna-cum laude were
Bartholomew captained the intercollegiate
Karen Sue Brock, Monroeville, Ala,;
business team for Harding which won the
Rhonda Lynne Cash, Siloam Springs; Carla
,national championship in 1969.
Marie Kearbey, Searcy; and Kandi Darlene
West of Fairmont, W.Va.
A large crowd of friends, fellow students,
Graduating summa cum laude was Jane
parents and relatives, faculty members
and others, attended the commencement,
Louise Futrell of Atlanta, Ga.
held in Benson Auditorium. '
Bartholomew began his work with York
FQrty-five graduates completed the
College in 1976 as Assistant to the
Bachelor ofArts degree; 37 the Bachelors in
President, and became Acting President in
Business Administration; nine the Bachelor
1978. In April 1979 he was inaugurated as
of Science; three the Bachelor of Science in _ 15th pr~ident of York.
Medical Technology; two the Bachelor of
Upon graquation he. accepted a position
Science in Nursing and six the Masters in
as accountant for Arthur Andersen. ,and
Education.
,
Company in Denver, Colo. By 1971 he had
At least two graduates - Sherrill G.
earned the Masters in Business AdFarnstrom and Craig Thomas Zeringue ministration from the University of Denver
were recipients of scholastic aid for
and decided to teach. That fall he became
graduate work. Farnstrom, a native of San
an instructor at Hard ing and in 1973 was
Ramon, Calif., will begin work on the
promoted to assistant professor of business.
Masters in Education this fall at Harding
He served as an advisor to the business
with the help of an assistantship in English.
team
which captured the national title in
Zeringue, a native of Ama, La., received an
1971, and advised the 1974 and '75 business
academic scholarship and will be attending
teams which won second place at the
Harding Graduate School of Religion in
University of Nevada-Reno Marketing
Memphis, Tenn. He plans to study Bible
Games.
and psychology in working towards a
Master of Arts in Religion degree.
The 35-year-old is married to the former
Twenty-two students graduated with
Gwen Sims, a York graduate and Harding
honors. Those graduating cum laude were
alumnus. They have two children, Stacey.
Robert Ballenger of Corning; Kathryn Kaye
10, and Raymond, one:

Harding 'L isted In New Catalogue Harding University is one of four
Arkansas schools to be listed in a new book,
The Kudzu-Ivy Guide To Southern
Colleges, a planning guide on the college
admissions process.
The volume was compiled by five Atlanta,
Ga. women, including Julianne Rand
Brawner, a former Searcian. The mothers,
whose collective 17 children were reaching
college age, realized the questions and
decisions facing both students and parents
in selecting a college. The book shares \\j.th
students and parents, information they
found to be helpful.
In addition to'statistical information on
- Harding, the following coJtlments are included:
"Harding University is first and foremost
a Christian institution and is typical 'of the
many southern Christian colleges scattered
throughout the Bible Belt. These schools

have in common a very fundamental
religious doctrine which pervades all
academic areas and is also prevalent in the
social scheme. Daily Bible courses and daily
chapel attendance are required for all
students. There are also optional and very
popular campus devotionals, mISSionsoriented programs and Bible seminars.
Coinciding with this Bible emphasis is a very
conservative orientation reflected by the
social conduct regulations: alcohol" drugs,
tobacco and gambling are taboo, and any
disruptive behavior is frowned upon.
"The students here are content with these
parameters and thrive within this structure.
They 'are appreciative, well-scrubbed,
conscientious and serious students who are
intent 01) becoming good Christian ,aduUs.
You will not find your party-boys and your
politic~l activists h_ere; instead, Harding
(continued on page two)

Harding President Clifton L Ganus Jr., left. and York President Gary Bartholomew share Q
minute together alter December graduation ceremonies. at which Bartholomew spoke.

'P'riCte of't;h<
e Brittons' Honored
at -~Arkansas Theatre Festival
The cast and crew of Harding University's
"The Pride of the Brittons" received 11
awards and nominations in the Arkansas/ American College Theatre Festival
December 1-5 at the University of Arkansas
in ,Fayetteville.
The production, first presented on the
Searcy campus in November, was
nominated along with three other schools
for the Regional Festival in Ft_ - Worth,
Texas, January '17-18. Robin Miller,
director of the Civil War dram'a, accepted
for the entire cast an award received for
excellence in ensemble acting.
Morris Ellis, technical director of the
play, received the Arkansas Award for
technical organization.
Two students received two awards each.
Barry Fisk of Mt. Prospect. Ill.; received
both the Amoco Award and the Arkansas
Award for lighting design. Mrs. Anna
Brenton of Greenfield, Ind .• received both
the Amoco and Arkansas awards for set
design.
Donna Slack of Chattanooga was one of
two from the festival nominated to par-

ticipate in the Irene Ryan Scholarship
competition at Ft. Worth ir. January. She
will act out two scenes, including one from
"Pride of the Brittons."
'
Kay Goree of Pensacola, Fla., and Vic
Phares of Shreveport received awards for
excellence in acting by Amoco and
Arkansas divisions, respectively.
"I was extremely pleased w.ith the performance of both the cast and crew at the
Festival," Miller said. "We have received
some excellent constructive criticism on the
script itself and- on the performance as,
actors and actresses. The shows, critique
sessions and forums ,were a fabulous
learning experience for all concerned."
Also participating in the Festival were
Northeast Oklahoma State University,
ASU-Beebe. Southern Arkansas University;
Arkansas Tech University, University of
Arkansas at Pine Bluff, Westark Community College. the University of Arkansas
and Ouachita Baptist University.
The University of Arkansas was chosen as
the regional entry for its production of
"Cherry Orchard."

1983 Coming Events
Management Seminar ••••••.••••.•••••• ~ ' . • . • • •. Feb. 11-12
Youth Forum/Spring Sing ••••••.••••••. March 31, April 1-'2
Zig Ziglar .•• '.•••.•• ~ •••••...••.•..• '. ~ •••••• ~ • .• April 5
James Watt ..............,........................ Ap.-i118
Youth Citizensbip Seminar • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .• June 5-10
Bible Lectureship. . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • . . •• Oct. 10-12
Oct. 15
High School Day. . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • . . . . • . .
Homecoming. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . • . . . . . •• Oct. 28-29

New'Time.of~DaY~-Recording· '
to be Available in February
"Times Are Changing" is the newest
release from Harding's talented trio of
musicians. The Time of Day. The 38-minute
recording will be available on record and
cassette for $6 each about mid-February,
according to Chris Dell, Admissions
counselor and group advisor.
The Time of Day is composed of
sophomores Kent Wells, David Slater and
Wayne Bailey, and the group's versatility
and background as professional entertainers is evident on the recording.
Included in the 13 songs are such
favorites as "Rocky Top" and "Orange
Blossom Special," "Dig A Little Deeper in
the Well" by the Oak Ridge Boys, "Old
Flame" and "Mountain Music" by
Alabama, and "What's Forever For" by
Michael Murphey.
The group's sense of humor is displayed
on "Cow Patty" and "Sand Creek" provides
a forum to showcase their instrumental

David Slater. Wayne Bailey and Kent Wells. I. to r.• this year's Time of Day members, have
recorded a new album. "Times Are Changing, .. to he available in February.

Nurse Reports Absence Decrease
The quality of health among students at
Harding University' improved drastically
and dramatically during the fan semester of

2,767 Enrolled
Spring semester enrollment has reacbed
2,767 following opening registration and the
number was expected to have increased
before the final deadline of January 31.
The total includes 2.599 signed for classes
in pre-registration plus 33 students who will
spend the semester at the Harding in
Florence program in Italy.
In addition, 135 registered after classes
had begun.
The number is slightly more than 100 less
than the 2.869 enrolled in the spring of
1982. In December commencement, 110
seniors received diplomas.
A decreasing number of students
graduating from high school and the
economic crunch have been given as the
reasons for the decline. Admissions personnel and administrators are traveling
extensively in recruiting for the summer and
fall semesters, and plans are being made for
the adjustment in number.

1982 as compared with the fall of 1981,
according to a report by the Health Services
Nurse, Sharon Foster. The figures, however,
may have resulted from a new policY,started
after observers noticed a trend in chapel and
class absences.
According to the report, 2,258 students
phoned in ill during November of '81,
resulting in 7,222 total class and chapel
hours missed. During the same period Of
'82, a total or'150 students missed 1;287
total class hours. Figures for the months of
September, October and December
reflected ' similar trends.
"Every effort has been made to make the
clinic a health service and not an excuse
center," Mrs. Foster explained . . "Every
effort has been made to stop excuse abuse
and much progress has been made this
semester."
The guidelines set forth in the student
handbook hold that a student is not excused
via telephone unless he has a letter on file
from his physician concerning a chronic
problem; he was seen the previous day; is
under the care of a physician or has been
checked by the dorm director. If a student is
too ill to come to the clinic, a nurse will
make a dorm call.

Open Letter from the Ard Family
As a family we take this opportunity to
express our appreciation to the "Harding
family" for the outpouring of prayers,
visits and expressions of love shown to us
since the death of Kenneth.
The investigation and autopsy reports
of Ken's death have been concluded.
They support our first belief that his
death, unusual in manner though it be,
was accidental. This conclusion was
based on our knowledge of Kenneth and
the reports of all his close friends. This
was confirmed by the investigating
officer and the evidence of the autopsy
report made by the state of Arkansas. So
those who have been disturbed regarding
the manner of his death can find solace
in that he did not violate his nature in
causing sorrow or intentionally taking
Pap 2

hi~

life.
Those of you who knew Kenneth know
of his intense love of Harding University.
He was not a person to cause grief or
unhappiness in anyone's life. His years at
Harding were full of activity and filled
with a positive attitude about God,
himself and his peers. This outlook on
life was enhanced by those of his fellow
students who knew and loved him, and
by his professors who shared with him
their understanding of God and of His
world.
Let us in faith depend upon our God
for strength and on each other for the
support we need as "sojourners" in this
world.
- The James Ard Family

ability.
"I'm very proud of the young men in this
group," said Dell, "and feel that this will be
one of the finest recordings of the group to
date."
The Time of Day is a 12-year tradition at
Harding, originating in 1971.
The group will be available for ' performances during the second half of the
summer, according to Dell. and will travel
to senior high youth camps upon request.
"Tim,es Are Changing'.' is being
engineered and produced by National
Recording Company, Inc. of Texarkana,
Texas, with a first run release of 1,250
albums and 1,000 cassettes.
To order your copy today or for more
information about The Time of Day, write
Admissions Office, Box 762, Harding
University, Searcy, Ark. 72143. Enclose $6
for each tape or album, plus $1 for postage
and handling.

Directory (con't.).,. ----.:.- - - - students adhere to traditional, oldfashioned American ideals. To encourage
this end, the school provides a wide variety
of extracurricular activities: there are fortyfour social clubs, open to all students, that
guarantee friendly and wholesome experiences. There is keen competition
between these clubs in athletic and other
planned events. Special events include a
Pledge Week in the fall, an exhilarating way
to find new friends quickly, and a Youth
Forum geared ' for the prospective high
school student.
"Off-campus
activities
include

College Bow~
Trip Planned
College Bowl finalists will be selected in
the next few weeks, according to Dr. Dennis
Organ, one of three faculty sponsors, for
regional competition Feb. 25-26 in Houston,
Texas at the University of Houston.
In December The Blundering Herd~ a
team composed of Mark White, Britt
Burcham, Bobby Friend and David Wright,
won the overall competition on the Harding
campus. Selected to the at large All-Star
Team were Greg York, Joel Ragland, Allen
Layne and Frank Weaver.
York and Ragland are the only returning
veterans from last year's College Bowl
Team. According to Organ, five startex:s and
one alternate will be chosen from among the
'eight student finalists.
The regional tournament will inclUde
teams from Arkansas, Louisiana, and
Texas. Individual schools represented
include Stephen F. Austin, Texas A&M,
Tulane, University of Arkansas, Rice,
Baylor, Arkansas College, University of
Texas, TCU, and UT -San Antonio. In all,
about 15 schools will compete, Organ said.
This makes the third year in a row that
Harding has participated in College Bowl
competition. "We're looking forward to
being competitive," said Organ, and we feel
we've learned some strategy from our two
previous years."
Other sponsors include Dr. Fred Jewell
and Dr. Larry Long.
Twenty-eight teams entered the Harding
Colleg~ Bowl competition last s.emester, and
aCcording to Organ, the matches were more
competitive than in previous years. UNo one
team dominated," he said.

"retreating" at Camp Tahkodah, a wellequipped camp of 1300 acres just north of
Searcy. In Florence, Italy, Harding presents
its regular courses with the extra benefit of
international living; each semester 25
students live and study in the beautiful villa
of the Florence Bible School.
"An exceptional opportunity for oncampus students is the American Studies
Program. This leadership training program
is directed toward more proficient participation in business. education and public
life. There is also the Belderi Center for
Private Enterprise Education, whldt
develops and implements an Economic
Enlightenment program. The director ·is a
five time winner of Freedom Foundation
awards.
"So why choose Harding? We think it is
an optimum option for the student who is
first and foremost Christian-oriented and
who desires a four-year-in-depth perusal of
the Bible as literature, history,language and
doctrine. (A bonus feature is living in
Searcy.)"
BULLETIN NOTE: At press time, President Clifton Ganus announced that Harding administration, faculty and staff
members have pledged $622,946.10 for the
five year period beginning Jan. I, 1983, in
the first stage of the Endowing a Destiny
campaign. The faculty pledge totaled
$432,971.45.
ON THE COVER: Senior Bison guard
Hubie Smith, cu"ently averaging 17.7
points per game, completes a successful lefthanded reverse layup against Union
University.
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Name~

to'3'·Year Term

William Bridges

New Scholarship
A scholarship to assist single women who
desire to do missio!l work has been
initiated by parents of a } 981 gr~uate.
The Student Missionary Fund was
established by Mr. and Mrs. James S.
McDonald Jr. of Doctor's Inlet, Fla., who
opened the fund with a family contribution.
The fund shall be able to receive assets from
anyone interested in the scholarship.
"As the cost of an education at a school
such as Harding increases and as long ,as
little note is given to the needs of young,
single women who have a desire to do some
type of mission work, a great potential of
workers for the Lord is being ignored," the
McDonalds explained.
Conditions for the new fund include that
lower-than-bank-interest loans will be
available to senior year single women whose
plans call for entering mission work in the
U.S.A. or abroad; loans/grants to be
available to single women who within three
months of graduation enter a chosen
mission work; annual loans/grants be
available to single women graduates while
remaining in their chosen mission work for
as long as there is a need.
In choosing applicants, the scholarship
committee shall consider character,
scholarship, financial need, demonstrated
capability in the chosen field, and potential
for service to the Lord's work.

Gifts Program
BegunbyAWH
The National Council of Associated
Women for Harding has started a new
program to receive and acknowledge
memorial gifts or recognition gifts to the
University, and Jan Burt of Dallas has been
designated to serve as coordinator.'
"The AWH Council recognized this as an
opportunity to assist persons wishing to
make a memorial gift or any other type gift
such as for an anniversary or retirement,"
Dr. Jimmy Carr, AWH liaison officer, said.
"The funds, of course, will go directly to the
University, but Mrs. Burt will handle the
correspondence," he explained.
An appropriately-worded printed card
will be sent to notify the family involved
concerning the gift, and Mrs. Burt has
offered to include a personal note to the
family or honoree when it is appropriate.
"We have come to realize that often
donors wish to make a lasting gift to
Christian education, and we believe this will
be a convenient yet dignified means of
handling it," Burt said.
The gifts may be mailed to Mrs. Jan Burt,
S809 Club Oaks Drive, Dallas, Texas 75248.
HARDING UNIVERSITY

J;

William Brid~, manager of the Harding
University Bookstore (HUB) for the past 10
years, has been appointed to a three-year
term on the Board of Trustees of the Southwest College Bookstore Association.
Bridges, a 1965 graduate of Harding, is
currently filling an unexpired term on the
Board as regional representative for
Arkansas. His new term will be for the same
position, and will take effect April 1, 1983,
when the present term expires.
The states of Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana,
New Mexico and Oklahoma are represented
on the 10-member Board, along with an
associate member and several members-atlarge. Bridges' appointment was made at a
meeting NQv. 8-10 in El paso, Texas.
The SCBA is composed of 111 bookstore
affiliates and 35 associate members for a
total of 146 members.
The HUB employs 13 full and part-time
staff workers in the 8200 sq ft. store.
Bridges is married to the former Mary
Howard and the couple has tw,o children,
Greg, a fifth grader and Melanie, a junior,
at Harding Academy.
The family resides at 114 Indian Trail in
Searcy and worships at College church of
Christ, where William is a member of
several committees.

Photos Donated
fhotographic works by ten Harding
University students have been added to the
permanent photography collection of the
University, according to Dr. Heber Taylor,
journalism department chairman.
"The works of these very talented young
people will help us to build a collection of
quality pieces," Taylor said, "and the
imagination expres~ in these examples
will be valuable as inspirations for other
students."
Those recognized from the fall semester
class and the name of the prints are: David
Gipson of Little Rock, The Reach; David
Hall of Nashville, Tenn., Makin' Music and
Hyprocisy; Lorie Lee Johnson of Columbus,
Ohio, Now That's A Hand; Ken Machen of
Slidell, La., Victory and Transformation to
Maturity; JoEllen Noland of Tinton Falls,
NJ., Freedom in the Lamb; John Radcliffe
of Colonial Heights, Va., Siamese Horses;
Robert Ramsey of Pikeville, Ky., Seeing
Hands; Lance Soules of Anchorage, Alaska,
Center Line; Darrell Truitt of Amana, Iowa,
The Lights of Benson, Candle Light, and
One Foggy Evening; and Susie Warr of
Little Rock, Ar., Luke and Tess.

Gr,oupsT~ke Part

in Choral Festival
Three of the University's music groups
participated in the Christian College Choral
Festival on the campus of Freed-Hardeman:
Cellege Jan. 14-15, when Dr. Erwin Ruff
served as clinician for the annual meeting.
Fifty of the 76 Chorale members, under
the direction of Dr. Cliff Ganus III,
culminated a 10-day tour through Kentucky, Ohio, Michigan, West Virginia,
Virginia, Alabama, Georgia and \T~nnessee
to be at the Festival.
The SO-member A Cappella chorus and
Dr. Kenneth Davis Jr. traveled to the
Festival for the two days of. presentations
and presented a program at Jackson, Tenn.
en route home to Searcy.
Dr. Arthur Shearin's Troubadours, a
male chorus formed last fall, also assembled
in Tennessee to participate in the Festival.

,;.
"

Travis Cox, left, a member of the Arkansas Symphony Orchestra and Harding music
department. plays violin during a program of chamber music on the campus last spring.

Arkansas Symphony Orchestra
to Perform at Harding February 1
Music lovers will be in for a special treat
Tuesday, Feb. 1 when the Arkansas
Symphony Orchestra presents a special
program of music in Benson Auditorium in
cooperation with the music departments of
Harding University, Harding Academy and
Searcy High School.
The mU$ical extravaganza, scheduled for
7:30 p.m., will feature the Harding A
Cappella, 'Chorale, Commonwealth Singers,
Troubadours, and Bel Canto Singers, plus
the Academy Chorus and Searcy group. The
combined choral groups will perform
"Serenade to Music," by Ralph Vaughan
Williams, with the Orchestra. Three soloists
will highlight the piece, including Dr.
Kenneth Davis Jr., music department
chairman; Dr. Arthur Shearing, associate
professor of music; Dr. Bill White of the
Searcy Medical Center; and Mrs. Carolyn
Nicholson, a Searcy area music instructor.
The 69-piece Orchestra is conducted by
Robert Henderson, who joined the Symphony in 1981. Selections by the Orchestra
will include "Scenes and Dances from the
Three-Cornered Hat," by Manuel de Falla.
The evening program of music will include "Symphony in C Major," by Mozart,
in five movements; "Non Piu Andrai," from
"The Marriage of Figaro" by Mozart;
"Toreador Song" from "Carmen," by
Georges Bizet; "Some Enchanted Evening"
from "South Pacific" by Rodgers and
Hammerstein; and a solo by Fred S. Fox,
bass baritone.
After a brief intermission, the Orchestra
wiU perform "Serenade to Music" accompanied by the combined choruses, and
soloists. The finale wiU be "The ThreeCornered Hat" by Manuel de Falla, in two
parts.
Travis Cox; assistant professor of music
at Harding, has the distinction of being a
member of the Orchestra, and ,.lso the
Chamber Orchestra. His forte is stringed
instruments and woodwinds, which he
teaches classes in at Harding. For the
Orchestra he plays violin.
Cox joined the Orchestra in 1981, at the
invitation of Maestro Henderson, and has
been with the group for about a year and
one-half. Cox said last year he performed
, with the Orchestra. at, least 20 times,

counting appearances by both groups. He
.began playing the violin at age 16, and has
,been playing for just over 30 years, he said.
Cox said the Orchestra usually rehearses
i about three times for a performance, since
; many of the members do not live in Little
: Rock and have to commute, some from as
, far away 8$ Jonesboro, which is nearly a
. three hour drive.
"It's been very exciting," said Cox.
! "Maestro Henderson is a very demanding
: conductor, which the players like. Any
player 'Yorth his salt likes to play well. And
he's a very agreeable person, so the two
qualities make him a good conductor."
~ Cox has extensive orchestral experience,
! having played for the Fort Worth (Texas)
! Symphony, Milwaukee Symphony, Huntsville (Ala.) Symphony, Evanston 011.)
Symphony, Chicago Community Civic
Orchestra, and the NashviUe (Tenn.)
Symphony.
"Except for a tour in the U.S. Navy, I've
been playing or teaching music all of my
professional life," said Cox. And even in the
Navy, he played oboe in the band there.
He also served as assistant concert master
with the Nashville Symphony, and is
director of the Harding Symphony Or- .
chestra and String Chamber Ensemble. His
wife, Patricia, plays violin, flute and viola,
and is a member of the Searcy chapter of the
Beethoven Club, which invites musicians to
perform Qnce a month, along with selected
members.
"Most members of the Arkansas Symphony are secondary school and college
teachers," Cox said. "There are a few
business people and at least one doctor."
The Arkansas Symphony has performed
at Harding several times: in 1974 for
Harding's 50th Anniversary celebration; in
1976, when the chorus accompanied on
Beethoven's 9th Symphony; and in 1980,
with a guest conductor.
Harding alumnus Raymond "Butch"
Hankins (BA'77) sits in with the Orchestra
on special occasions, Cox said. He is a
bassoon player and teaches junior high
band in the Central Arkansas area.
Price ofthe Feb. 1 concert at Harding will
be $3. It promises to be a cultural highlight
of the spring entertainment ~eason.

i
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Dream ' Nears Reality for Alumnus After 15 Years
by Bruce Cook
Since 1968, as a freshman at Harding
University, Rick Pinczuk has dreamed of
a program of Slavic Studies sponsored by
the churches of Christ. And nearly 15
years later, his dream is nearing reality.
In the process, another dream has
emerged - that of an international
training center for missionaries.
A native European, Pinczuk was born
hi 1947 in Germany to Ukrainian
parents, who had fled Communism in
the Soviet Union. They immigrated to
Australia in 1950, where Rick grew up
speaking both English and Ukrahiian,
Rick came to America in 1968 with the
purpose of studying Slavic evangelism,
but soon found there was no such
progratn available. So he enrolled at
HardiIi~ University and majored in Bible
and journalism, managing to play kicker
on the Bison football team for a season
with his Aussie background in soccer.
But studies were his main interest, and
he pursued them diligently. During his
sophomore year, in 1969, Rick traveled
behind the Iron Curtain on a fact-finding
tour with Stephen Bielich, and determined to prepare himself for further
service.
After gradu~ting from Harding in
1971, he moved to Canada and began
preaching for the Carman church of
Christ in Manitoba. He served as
minister there for five years and also
completed a master's degree in Slavic
Studies from the University of Manitoba.
In 1976 Rick began working on a
doctoral degree in Slavic Languages and
Literature from the University of Ottawa, and completed it in 1981.
Armed with -advanced training, a new
title, and a sense of urgency, he began
laying the groundwork for a program of
Slavic Studies at a college or unive~ity in
the Brotherhood. It was Reuel Lemmons
who suggested Great Lakes Christian
College, located in Beamsville, Ontario,
Canada, as a base of operations.
Pinczuk said he contacted GLCC
officials and they were very receptive to
the idea, agreeing to furnish him six
months' salary to help get the program
off the ground. The Christian Service
Committee, an organization set up to
administer a trust fund providing for
worthwhile Christian projects, is
sponsoring the other half of his salary for
1982-83, Pinczuk said.
Another preliminary step in getting
the program started involved finding a
sponsoring church. Southern Hills
church of Christ in Shreveport, La. is
filling that role. So the program is under
the oversight of the elders there, and the
funding and instruction of the. program .
are separate from Great LakeS, although
some facilities may be shared or rented
from GLCC.
Pinczuk plans to begin ' 'the ·new·
program in August 1983 with a modest
curriculum of three courses: Introductory Ukrainian, Introduction to
Ukrainian Literature and Ukrainian
Civilization. He will teach all three
courses and serve as Director of Slavic
Studies at GLCC.
Pinczuk is busy raising the 585,000 he
ueeds to run the program during 198384, and recruiting students for the first
year of classes. Fluent in Russian and
conversant in three or four other Slavic
languages, Pinczuk plans ·to add Russian
to the fled8lin& curriculum in '1985, and .
. hp4

Dr. Fred Jewell, professor of /tistory, left, discuues S14vic StruJiu wit/t Dr. Rick PinczuTt, developer of a pioneering curriculum.
eventually Polish when the program's
budget can support another instructor.
Czech, Slovak and Serbo-Croatian are
other Slavic languages which could be
taught, Pinczuk said.
He visited the Harding campus Nov.
30-Dec. 1 and talked to interested
students about the program. He also
gave a progress report to Floyd Daniel,
Vice President for Development, who is

(denominational) will and in fact are."
"Slavic studies is one of the major
projects of our time," he said. "In the
Soviet Ukraine there are two to three
million New Testament Christians who
call themselves Evangelical Christians.
These are baptized believers who need
gospel teachers to strengthen them in
New Testament principles.
.
"Slavic studies covers 300 million

''SlaviC Studies is one 0/ the major projects 0/ our time, ,~ he
said. '1 believe it has tremendous merit because without it
we have to rely on denominational people/or our (Slavic) .
radio broadcasts, Bible translations and literature distribution. It's extremely critical; we can't do without it. ". ,
chairman of the CSC. Part of the report
included news that an Oklahoma City
foundation had offered to match evenly
515,000 in scholarship aid, which is half.,
of the '30,000 budgeted for that area. ,
"I'm excited about this pioneering
work," said Pinczuk. "I believe it has
tremendous merit because without it we
have to rely on denominational people
for our radio broadcasts, Bible tran~
s1ations and literature distribution. It's .
extremely critical; we can't do without it.
If we don't do it, other groups

people and 15 different languages and ,
countries," saidPinczuk. "One advantage of locating our center at Great
Lakes is that three million Slavic people
live within one day's driving distance
(600 miles)."
Major Slavic'"groups include Russians,
140 million; Ukrainians, 50 million;
Belorussians, 12 million; Polish, 40
million; Czechoslovakians, 17 million;
Bulgarians, 10 million; Yugoslavians, 23
million, and other groups, eight million.
,- "Stephen Bielich needs help in

'='

Switzerland with Ukraini~ Radio; the
Bammel Road church in Houston needs
trained people in literature distribution;
the World Bible Translation Center in
Ft. Worth, Texas needs Slavic language
experts who are Christians; and r&dio
broadcasts in New York and the World
Christian Broadcasting Station in Alaska
need qualified Christian speakers to
reach Slavic people," Pinczuk said.
Once the Slavic Studies Program is on
its feet, he said, area congregations near
Beamsville have offered to supply
teachers for other languages such as
French, Chinese and Italian. "Our long~a:h.g~ goa1 is'to develop an international
training
center
for
Christian
missionaries," sajd Pinczuk.
A 35-year-old bachelor, Pinczuk said,
"Theil!' 1i~n't b6!t{
time' or
money to give to a marriage yet, but
hopefully I'm getting to the point where
that will become a possibility."
That point mayor may not be reached,
but it seems certain that Pinczuk's ISyear-old dream of establishing a Slavic
Studies Program for Christians will
become a reality in the fall of 1983, with
a lot of hard work and the help and
prayers of many' Christians.
For further information about him or
his work at GLCC, write Southern Hills
church of Christ, 9080 Southwood Drive,
Shreveport, La. 71108.
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ALUMNOT'ES
_ _WHAT'S NEW
CL~$S

OF 1935

Dr. Leonard Johnson (BA), having retired
from Freed-Hardeman College in Henderson, Tenn., has resumed work at
Alabama Christian College in Montgomery.
He and his wife, the former Bernice Cagle
(BA'36), reside at 412 Harvard Road,
Montgomery, Ala. 36109.

CLASS OF 1937

,~

George W. DeHoff, President of DeHoff
Publications and a 1937 B.A. graduate of
Harding University, has written a sixvolume commentary on the whole Bible.
More than 14,000 volumes of the bound set
have been sold already.
DeHoff, who was awarded an LL.D. by
Harding in 1957, has written about 20 other
hard case volumes beginning with his
famous Why We Believe The Bible, which
was written in 1939 and has sold over
165,000 copies. More than 100 of his church
workbooks are in print and have sold several
million copies.
Dr. George S. Benson said, "When
DeHoff was a Harding student he preached
all over Arkansas and baptized several
. hundred people. Ifs great to see his new
commentary in print."
.
DeHoff said he wrote the commentary
for the "common man" 'and that he was
distressed that when he went out to preaCh
there was no commentary by a member of
the church then in print. He decided to do
something about it. (The commentary may
be purchased in the Hat4ing Book Store.)
.
. .'
"

CLASS OF 1953
Wm. Kay Moser (BA) has recently
compiled a book of old country songs which
goes back to the 1800's. It includes such
songs as: Oh, Dem Golden Slippers, Put My
Little Shoes Away, Shake Hands With
Mother Again, That Little Boy of Mine and
many others.
Kay is preaching for the church in Ottumwa, Iowa. When he moved there a year
ago he submitted essays on old country
songs to the newspaper there and they
accepted them immediately and have
published weekly essays since, giving the
lyrics and information about them. He
received mail from all over that section of
Iowa (where that kind of music is very
popular) and several other states.
A brief history of each song is given in the
book followed by the words ' of the song.
Anyone interested in obtaining a book
should contact Kay at 1026 W. Williams St.,
Ottumwa, Iowa 52501.
Kay is married to the former ,AnAabelle
Johnston.

CLASS Of t~55
Dr. E. Keith Stotts
(BA'55), president of
Ohio Valley College
in
Parkersburg,
W.Va., was granted
an honorary Doctor
of Laws degree by the
Trustees of Lubbock
Christian
College,
December 11, 1982.
The official conferment was made by LCC President, Dr. Steven Lemley.
"Because you have used your acad~mic
training to the fullest as minister and
counselor, because you have led a team of
IfAlU)INO UNl't'BRSITY .

professionals in the care of homeless
children, and because of your success as a
college president in advancing Ohio Valley
College spiritually, academically, in its
physical plant, and financially, the Board of
Trustees of Lubbock Christian College
confer upon you this honorary Doctor of
Laws degree," Lemley stated.
Prior to accepting his presidential duties
at OVC in January, 1977, he was chief
administrator of Mid-Western Children's
Home in Milford, Ohio. He was formerly a
full time minister for churches of Christ in
several lOcalities.
He is married to the former Lita Joan
Oliver ('62).

CLASS OF 1956
JameS L. Heam (BS) is Vice Presiden{ and
General Manager of Equipment Specialists
of Harrison, Ark. His wife, the former
Johnice Young (BA), owns an antique shop
there. They reside at Route 7, Harrison,
Ark. 72601.

CLASS OF 1957
D. Dewayne Davenport (BA) is minister
of church growth at the Radnor church of
Christ in Nashville; Tenn. Davenport also
continues to serve as Director of Church
Growth Ministries, International which
offers seminars and resources in American
and foreign church growth. Dr. Davenport
was reCently appointed a part-time instructor of speech communication at
Volunteer State Community College in
Gallatin, Tenn.
His wife, the former Jane Russell (BA),
teaches typing and accounting at EzellHarding Christian School in Antioch, )"~nn.
where their two children, Russell And Mary,
attend.
The family resides at 1616 Citation Ct.,
Nashville, Tenn. 37217.

CLASS OF 1960
Donald R. Taylor (BA) is teachericoordinator of missions at Magnolia Bible
College, Kosciusko, Miss. His wife,
Virginia, is office manager for the college.
They reside at 107 Coleman St." Kosciusko,
Miss. 39090.

•••

Bobby 1. Mitchell (BA) is headmaster for
Mt. Pleasant Academy in Mt. Pleasant,
Miss. He is married to the former Martha
McGilI (BA'63) who is vOCational counselor
with Northwest Mississippi Jr. College. The
couple has a daughter, Tonya, who is a
junior at Harding. The family resides at 470
North Bonds Dr., Holly Springs, Miss.
38635.

•••

·, LeonSizemore (BA) is spec.ial agent with
tbe FBI. He serves as 'an' elder' in the church
where he- worships in Birmingham. He and
his wife, the former Peggy Wisenbaker ('62),
reside with their two children, Stacy and
Sally, at 2619 O'Neal Circle, Birmingham,
Ala. 35226.

.

CLASS OF 1961
Kay Doak Kosko (BA), a speech teacher
at Seabreeze High School in Ormand
Beach, Fla., recently received a career
recognition award. The Florida Speech
Communication Association recognized her
as Florida Career Speech Teacher of the
Year.
Mrs. Kosko received the award from Dr.
Phillip Taylor, who said, "She is the kind of
teacher to whom students gravitate because
(Continued on Page 6)

Steve Shaner, left. and Leon Barnes co-host a production of "Searchin, for a Better Way."

Program Co-hosted by Alumnus
features 'Live' , Call-in Format
by Tim Martin
While radio programing has become
saturated with religious messages on
Sunday mornings as well as Sunday
evenings, few if any of the programs
differ in format.
A:ltbough . eatll program offers a
different belief, point of view, or doctrine, the basic format is still a sermon,
maybe a song, and without fail a request
for contribution.
However, now there's a new program
with a unique format.
"It's unique because it is a live
program, and because it is a call-in
program," Steve Shaner, co-host of the
program said. "It is also unique because
it is not sponsored by a church,
congregation, religion or denomination."
The program is titled, "Searching For
A Better Way." It airs from 8 to 8:30
p.m. each Sunday on KAAY - AM 1090.
After a produced' open and two
commercial spots co-host Leon Barnes
presents a 10-miDute lesson, which is to
"spur thinking." After a commercial
break the program returns for 15
minutes for the listening audience to call
in and ask questions about the lesson, or
any other Bible theme.
"The purpose of the pfQgl'&lD is, to
aDswerquestions people have about .the
Bible in a non-denominational way,"
Shaner said. "They can ask exactly what
they need or want to know."
Following the questions and answers
there are two commercial spots. Then the
program returns with Shaner's closing
remarks.
Barnes rata the program, which
began Sept. 5, "highly successful."
"We get more response from this
program than any other program I've
been involved with," he said. "And that's
in a, short time."
·Bames, who has been preaching for 18
years (the last 10 in North Little Rock),
has had several radio programs in
Mississippi and Arkansas in recent

years. He is also co-host on the television
program "The Master and His
Message," which has run for over five
years each Sunday morning on KATV,
in Little Rock.
The radio program is to arouse interest in God'~ word as well as to inform
the public about His message, Bames
explained.
"¥ou hardly ever convert somebody
over or through the media," he said.
"But you can get them to open doors,
that make them more susceptible to
someone one-on-one:"
For that reason Barnes explained,
each lesson would be very practical, very
fundamental and right out of the text.
Shaner explained that the program
originated because he and Barnes
wanted an opportunity to teach what the
Bible said.
"We never ever ask for money; that is
not the purpose of our program," he
said. "We're sponsored by private
businessmen who want to see the word of
God exposed properly."
Shaner, a 1977 Harding graduate who
preached full-time in Hazen for three
years, is now president of Steve Shaner
and Associata in Little Rock, a
photQgrltlphy, public relations and
advertising firm with specialty in church
communicatiOns. He, is presently serving
as one of 18 deacons in the Levy chUrch
in"Nort~ Little Rock.
Shaner said he and Bames were
encouraged about the success of the
program, and had already begun talkin.
about expanding it. The program would
be expanded by extending the program
to an hour, or by doing two 30 minute
shows each week. The program goes into
38 stata and 20 foreign countries.
"Althougb we're on at a prime
television time, we're getting as many
calls as we can handle," Shaner said.
"We have already received calls or letters
from Wisconsin, Kansas, Missouri.
Mississippi, Oklahoma and ArbDsu."

..'
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she is kind, understanding and helpful. As a
result of her superior ability to teach and
communicate and because of her knowledge
of students and their needs, hundreds have
benefited from her instruction in speech,
drama and debate."
Kay and her husband, Peter, have two
daughters, Kim and Robin, currently
enrolled at Harding.

•••

Bill Thrasher (BA) received the Ed.D in
1980 in Education Administration from the
University of Arkansas and is superin·
tendent of Green Country Christian
Academy in Tulsa, Okla. Dr. Thrasher was
selected to serve on the State Economic
Council, and was voted Arkansas Educator
ofthe Year. He was also chosen to appear in
Who's Who in American Education,
He is married to the former Barbara
Godsey ('63) and they have two children,
. Timothy and Christy. They reside at 4859 S.
68th East Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74145.

•••

Curry Peacock (BA) received the Master's
degree in City Planning and the ~.A.
degree in Public Administration and is
associate professor at Middle Tennessee
State University, Murfreesboro, Tenn. He
also has a consulting business and has
developed and built five apartment projects
and has others in various stages of
development. He and wife, the former Gale
Ball ('63), have three children: Greg,
Maralyn and Harper Scott. The family lives
at Route 1 Box 24, Milton, Tenn. 37118.

CLASS OF 1962
G.W. Childs (BA) is minister for the
Fraley's Chapel church of Christ in Corinth,
Miss. He and his wife, the former Sherra
Martin (BA'63), have a son, William
Woodrow, and reside at Route 2, Box 365,
Corinth, Miss. 38834.

•••
James B. Palmer (BA) is a food

broker
and partner in Food Service Associates in
Nashville. Tenn. He is mamed to the former
Linda Ruth Lee ('63), and they have two
children, Laura Lee and Holly Elizabeth.
The family resides at 322 Derby Court,
Murfreesboro, Tenn. 37130.

CLA'SS 'OF 1963
Marcus R. Walker (BA) is junior high
teacher in the public schools in Chinle, Ariz.
He has three children: James, Marla and
\ Elizabeth. The family's address is P.O. Box
503, Chinle, Ariz. 86503.

•••

Patricia McNutt Hext (BS) is living in
Shreveport, La. where her husband,
Gordon, is an accounting supervisor with
Crystal Oil Co. They reside with their two
children, Jenny Marie and John Gordon, at
6039 Fox Chase Trail, Shreveport, La.
71~29.

•••

Barbara Thomas Martin works in the
student personnel office at Harding
University. Her husband, Charles (BA'60),
is employment interviewer with the
Arkansas Employment Security Division.
The couple has two children, Lynette Ellen
and Stephen Thomas. They reside at 102
Lambert Circle, Searcy 72143.

•••

Lindel D. Anthony (BA) is Chapter I
Coordinator and teacher at the high school
. in Norfork, Ark. He also preaches for the
church. His wife, the former Stella Birdwell
('64), is executive secretary of the First Bank
and Trust Company. The couple resides
with their two children, Karen and Michael,
at 308 Cone, Mountain Home, Ark. 72653.

•••

Patsy V~nable Kissire is bookkeeper for
Lake Hamilton School District in Pearcy,
Ark. Her husband, Robert ('61), is executive
director ofthe Hot Springs Boy's Club. They
have three children - Robert, Lisa and
(Continued on page 7)
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The One-Room SchQolhouse Is Alive and Well
D~spite Joining the Computer Age, Teacher Says
by Rod Arnold afthe
Springfield Reporter
The Baltimore ¥hool (Vt.) is living
proof that the one-room school house
need not be a thing of the past, and the
commitment of the Baltimore residents
to the school shows that it will continue
well into the future.
The little red school house, which
houses 17 students in grades one through
six, lies off a dirt road a number of miles
from paved highway. It looks much as it
must have looked when it was first built
in 1894, except that the woodshed was
made into a library by Baltimore
residents some years back.
The school house was white up until
five or six years ago, when the parents
decided they wanted a little red school
house and got together to paint it. They
later learned that most New England
school houses were white, and red ones
were found mainly in the Mid West.
But that did not matter: the residents
had what they wanted, a little red school
house. And in many ways, the Baltimore
school is a reflection of the community
itself.
On one of the school walls hangs the
Baltimore Family Tree, a collection of
Polaroid photographs of sibling
students. Of the 17 students, only two
have neither a brother or sister in the
classroom. The other 15 children belong
to one of a half dozen families.
The immense task of teaching 17
students in one classroom ranging in
ages from six to 13 falls to Hallie
Lamphere, a 1966 Harding University
graduate who has taught there for 12
years. When she,first came to the school,
the seventh grade was also housed at the
school, but that was soon discontinued
and the seventh graders now go to junior
high wherever they like.
"We found that the age range was so
far spread," Mrs. Lamphere noted.
The difficulty in teaching at the one·
room school house is organizing things
so that everyone is "on task," ac~rding
to the teacher. With five or six subjects in
each grade level, and six grade levels,
that can represent quite a challenge.
Part of the solution is to have the older
kids work more independently, which
will be valuable experience for their
future studies in junior and senior high
school. The older students sometimes
help teach the younger ones.
Mrs. Lamphere has help in the
classroom two mornings a week, as aide
Beverly Abbott comes in to teach
reading, writing and vocabulary. She has
done this for several years. In keeping
with the family atmosphere of the schbol,
Mrs. Abbott also happens to be the
Chaiqnan of the Baltimore School
Board.
The school board is part of the
Windsor Southwest District, which is a
feeder system for Green Mountain. But
the school never officially joined the
union, so graduates of the Baltimore
School can attend any area school they
prefer.
Many attend Springfield High School,
which makes it easier for Mrs. Lamphere
to keep track of their progress. She notes
that Springfield seniors Sean Quihlan
and Dan Cox were in her first first·grade
at Baltimore. Not many teachers can
follow their former students all the way

Mrs. Hallie Lamphere teaches grades one through six in a one-room schoolhouse.
through high school, but Mrs. Lamphere

does-.

Before teaching at the Baltimore
School, Mrs. Lamphere worked as a
research assistant at the Dartmouth
• Medical School. With a degree in
psychology, she applied for a guidance
position in Cb~, but fOllDd out she
needed three yean' experience as a
classroom teacher. That was 12 years
ago.
"After I got into the teaching part, I
stuck with it," she said. "It ~nly
didn't hurt having all that training."
Mrs. Lamphere finds· that she is able
to give her students much individual
attention for two reasons. One is that the
class is smaller than most classes in large
schools.
The other is that she has each child for
six years, and gets to know the kids well
because she is with them in every
possible situation. The kids know what is
expected of them, and the teacher knows
the kids' limitations.
"They don't have to worry about
having a new teacher every year and '
getting used to that," Mrs. Lamphere
noted.
'
"The main thrust is knowing the
student," she said. "Before you can
teach him, you have to know the student
pretty well."
Mrs. Lamphere enjoys the various jobs
she must perform. She teaches music,
which is natural for one who plays the
piano and clarinet, and has dabbled with
other instruments. She teaches art, too,
and has enjoyed trying her hand at this.
She also teaches physical educa,tion, and
she once -wanted to· be· a physical
education teacher.
She finds that the 8altimore School is
the perfect setting for a teacher with her

skills and varied interests. She points o'!t
that the outdoors is a classroom, too, the
perfect environment for study of nature
and the environment.
Mrs. Lamphere also likes the less rigid
school with no class bells or schedules to
follow. When the students get interested
in one subject, they are not forced by a
schedule to drop it and move on to
another subject.
Mrs. Lamphere i~,always busy, with no
free periods. She 'does not even have a
desk.
While the Baltimore School preserves
much of the tradition of education, the
school also looks to the future. Last
January, the residents of Baltimore
raised money to buy an instructional
computer for the students' use, and it
has been appreciated by the kids.
"They really like it," Mrs. Lamphere
said. "It's sort of like another teacher,
but the students control it."
While she supports traditional
education, Mrs. Lamphere feels that the
computer is an important part of the
classroom. She, the students' parents,
and the school board, felt the kids should
not lose' out on a type of learning that
would be available at a larger school.
"We certainly don't want these kids to
be without that knowledge," Mrs.
Lamphere said. "They have to be
computer·literate."
While the tools of learning at the
Baltimore School are continually increasing in sophistication, the classroom
atmosphere remains as it has been for
many years. The residents of Baltimore
are strongly committed to their little
school, devoting their own time and
energy to bettering the quality of
education while maintaining a family
environment in the classroom.
HARDING UNIVERSITY
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Ronnie - and reside at 205 loy Dr.• Hot
Springs. Ark. 71913 .

•••

Charles H. Parker (BA) passed the CPA
exam in 1971 and is farming in Senath, Mo.
He and his wife, Phyllis Ann, have two
children, Melinda and Paula. The family
resides at Route 2, Senath. Mo. 63876 .

•••

Malcom George (MA) is minister for the
Fourth Street church of Christ in Selmer,
Tenn. He has taught Bible in the Middle
East, been selected to Outstanding Personalities OJ The South, and served as
president of the Civitan Club.
He lind his wife, Veri in , have two
children, David and Rose Ann. They reside
at 174 Mollie Dr., Selmer Tenn. 38375.

•••

David L. Simpson (BA) received the
M.Ed. degree from the University of
Arkansas and is math teacher and tennis
coach at Dunbar High School in Lubbock,
Texas. He is a member of Phi Delta Kappa,
has a lifetime membership in the Nebraska
PTA for community service and has been
selected to Outstanding Young Men OJ
America.
He and his wife, Patricia, have two
children. Scott and Steve, and reside at 5305
27th, Lubbock, Texas 79407.

•••

I,arry I. McKean (BS) received the
Master's Degree in Administration from
Wichita State University and is employed
with Beech Aircraft Corporation as
manager of the industrial engineering
division. He serves on the Board of Trustees
of Maude Carpenter Children's Home,
Christ Villa' Nursing Center, Christian
Home and Kansas Christian Counseling
Services.
McKean is married to the former Jo Ann
Stark ('65), who is a sales director for Mary
Kay Cosmetics. The couple has two
children, Tamela Jo and Byron Austen.
They reside at 1221 Dry Creek, Derby, Kan.
67037.

•••

lohnny H. Westerholm (BA) is employed
with the U.S. Public Health Service in
Dallas, Texas 8$ Public Health Advisor. He
is also a cOuncilman for the city of
Southlake, Texas.
He and his wife, Lynne, have four
children: Rebecca, Amy, Emily and
Jonathan. The family resides at Route 1,
Box 85, Roanoke, Texas 76262.
,

...

Charles R. Sheumaker (BA) received the
M.A. degree from LSU and the Ed.D.
degree from Auburn University and is
assistant professor of mathematics at the
University of Southwestern Louisiana. He
and his wife, the former Sharon Hudson
('65), have three children: Brian, Leight and
Susan. The family's address is P.O. Box
41010, Lafayette, La. 70504.

•••

Marjorie Jane Hyatt Kendrick (BA) is
teaching in the Albuquerque public schools.
Her husband, Gerald (BS'S!), is research
editor for the American Bible Society. The
couple has a son, Leslie. They reside at 1221
Espejo NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87112.
•••

,i'

.

Cynthia LeFors Walker is employed with
Cox Medical Center, Springfield, Mo., as
assistant to the Director of Medical
Records. She serv~ pn the Quality
Assurance Committee and also as a consultant for the Medical Records Department of Medicenter/ Springfield, a skilled
nursing facility and nursing home.
Walker is a member of the Association
for Children with Learning Disabilities,
AMRA national association and MMR~
state association. She is an AcCJeClited
Records Technician and Notary Public for
the State of Miss.ouri. She has four children:
Lori, Iohney, Timothy and Christopher.
They reside at Route 22, Box 2430,
Springfield, Mo. 65803.

•••

Ioyce Wilson Wille is a sales clerk with
Wal-Mart in Bryan. Tau. Her husband,
Bob ('61), is minister for the cburdl of
HARDINO UNIVERSITY

Mr. and Mrs. Tyrone Allen, center, traveled from California to Arkansas to be married by Adrian Denham, left. At right is Mrs. Denham.

Friendship: the tie that binds -

Couple Travels 2,000 Miles'for Ceremony
(Courtesy of the Paragould Daily Press)
When Harding graduate Tyrone Allen
(BS'81) asked Denise Graham to marry
him, he knew there was only one man to
administer the rites, of matrimony Adrian Denham.
Since Denham is a practicing minister
of the church of Christ, that's nodlarei to
understand. It's the nearly 2,000 mile
trek the young black couple made from
Los Angeles to Paragould that measures
the remarkable bond between Allen and
the Denhams.
. "I don't know why but he calls this
home," said Denham, modestly,
"There's no finer people on earth than
the Denhams," said Allen, a native of
New Orleans who was raised in the
Catholic Church. When he joined the
Church of Christ it was not with his
family's blessing.
On his own meager resources he at·
tended the School of Preaching in Flint,
Mich. There he met Don House of
Walnut Ridge. He sought House's advise
on how to proceed with his education,

House cited his background at Crowley's
Ridge College and Qareiing University.
So Allen set co~rse for Paragould.
"The night ofthe graduation (from the
School of Preaching). the Denhams were
there. When they learned I was coming
to Crowley:s Ridge College they told me
to get in touch," said Allen.
The Denhams took him under their
protective wing and helped ease him into
the all-white community.
"He (Denham) has meJllt more to me
during my college years than any other
single person. He took me in as a son
while I was at CRC. He said if I ever got
married he wanted to do it. I rememoered that," Allen said.
He went through the two-year course
of study at Crowley's Ridge College in
one year. During that time he established
a number of "firsts."
"He was the first blactC to attend our
church'" said Denham. "And later on he
became the first black to preach there."
It's a considerable distinction since Pine
Knott Church of Christ is the oldest

Christ and teacher at the A & M church
School of World Evangelism. The couple
has two children, Lisa and lames. The
family resides at 2309 Carter Creek Parkway, Bryan, Texas 77801.

He is married to the former Sharon
Shipman ('65), who works as receptionist
with American Family Insurance Company.
The couple has two children; Iohn David
and Stephen lames, and reside at 1000
Kennedy St., Ames, Iowa 50010.

•••
Tom D. Blake (BA) received the M,Th.

~

M.A. degrees from the Harding
Graduate School in Memphis and is
evangelist for the Maple Hill church in
Lebanon, Tenn. He has been named to
Outstanding Young Men OJ America. He
and his wife, Carolyn, have two children,
Brad and Lori, and reside at 1621 Shady
Circle, Lebanon, Tenn. 37087.

•••
Ray D. Dearin (BA) received the M.A.

and Ph.D. degrees from the University of
Illinois and is with Iowa State University as
Professor of Speech Communication. He
was selected to appear in Outstanding
Young Men Of A1M1'ic4 and elected to Phi
Kappa Phi national honor society. Dearin
was delegate from Iowa to the Republican
National Convention ill Detroit ill 1980.

a

•••

Walter C. Sanderson (BA) received the
M.A. degree in 1978 from Pepperdine
University and is minister for the church of
Christ in Newberg, Ore. He and his wife,
Faithe, have two sons, Steven and Stanley.
The Sandersons reside at Route 4, Box 303H, Newberg, Ore. 97132.

•••

Ruby Peterson (BA) is living in Michigan
with her husband, Alan, who works for the
state, and three children: Stephen, Hannah
and Aaron. The family lives at Route 4, BOJI:
4167, Grayling, Mich. 49738.

•••••

Odean Parker received the B.S. dep-ee
from Arkansas Tech and the M.Ed, dearee
from the Uniyenity of Arkansas. He is
assistant vice-president of operations with

Church of Christ congregation in northeast Arkansas. established in 1841.
Another first occurred ~. 21 when
Tyrone and Denise became the first
black couple to be married in Greene
County.
.
Denise; a native of Buffalo, N.Y .• was
the le8$t apprehensiv~ about the role.
"lust to see him so excited about being
back with the Denhams makes me
excited. Sister Denham fixed up the
wedding all by herself. I reel guilty," she
said.
She is a junior accountant with
Clarion Corporation of America in Los
Angeles. Allen is finishing his studies at
the Malibu, Calif.. campus of Pepperdine University under 'full scholarship. His studies wilt culminate in a
master's degree in New Testament
studies. He preaches at the Lincoln
Avenue Church of Christ in Riverside,
Calif.
The couple traveled to New Orleans
after the wedding and returned to spend
Christmas with the Denhams.
the Danville State Bank, Danville, Ark. He
and his wife, Ierrie Lee, have a daughter,
Erin Lee. Their address is P,O. Box 601,
Danville, Ark. 72833.

•••

Gene Earl lester (BA) received the M.S.E.
degree in 1973 from Henderson State
University and is Middle School Guidance
Counselor at Hope, Ark. He is also a cattle
farmer and preacbes for the church.
He and his wife, Margaret, have three
children- Timothy, Margaret Renee and
Iulie - and reside at Route 1, McCaskill.
Ark. 71847.

•••

IoAnn Iuneau Kahn is senior director of
Mary Kay Cosmetics and has been the
winner of a new pink Cadillac. She also won
the beautiful diamQnd bumble bee pin by
becoming number two ill the entire comp&lJy ill recniiting. She is married' to a
physician/surgeon and they reside at 1~
2 Santa Gertrudes, La' Minda, Calif,. 90638.
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CLASS OF 1965
William Bridges (BS), manager of the
Harding University Bookstore (HUB) for the
past 10 years, has been appointed to a threeyear term on the Board of Trustees of the
Southwest CoHege Bookstore Association.
Bridges is currently filling an unexpired
term on the Board as regional representative
for Arkansas. His new term will be for the
same position, and will take effect April 1,
1983, when the present term expires.
Bridges is married to the former Mary
Howard ('69) and they have . two children,
Greg, a fifth grader, and Melanie, a junior
at Harding Academy.

•••

Roger F. Hladky received the B.S. degree
and the M.Ed. degree from Trenton State
College and is Rrincipal of the Middle
School in Vincentown, N.J. He is married to
the former Carolyn Welch (BA'63) who
teaches first grade. The couple has a
daughter, Holly Jean, and resides at Route
7, Vincentown, N.J. 08088.

CLASS OF 1966

J.D. Bales. professor emeritus ofBible. holdsfive '!.ew booles he has recentlj had published. In
his 30 year writing career. the prolific Bales has published approximately 100 booles.
(continued from page 7)
Dee Colvett (BS) received the M.S. degree
in 1969 from Columbia University and is
Health Physicist with Tennessee Valley
Authority, Muscle Shoals~ Ala. He has had
20 papers published from research work in
radiation biophysics and radiation safety.
He and his wife, Doris, have two children,
Kathy Lyne and J{evin Douglas. The family
resides .t 118 Lancaster Rd., Florence, Ala.
35630.

•••

Dr. June Hamby Breninger (BA) received
the M.S. and Ed.D. degrees from the
University of Tennessee and is professor of
psychology/education at Columbia
Christian College, Portland, Ore. Her
husband, Lonnie, is counselor/teacher with
Columbia Christian High School. The
couple resides with their son, Andrew, at
1431 SW Willowbrook Ct., Gresham, Ore.
97030.

•••

Charlene Babb Knadle (BA) received the
M.A.L.S. degree in 1972 from State
University of New York and then taught
several years in elementary and high school.
She is self-employed as a writer, and
recently had 60 items of her published work
displayed in the community library. She
holds a Certificate of Merit for outstanding
service to amateur radio and was the first
woman to speak at a monthly meeting of the
2OO-member Suffolk County Radio Club.
She and her husband, Richard, have two
children, Christopher and Juliane, and
reside at 316 Vanderbilt Parkway, Dix Hills,
N.Y. 11746.

•••

Charles L. Presley received ~lt~ . B.S.
degree in Civil Engineering from the
University of Arkansas and owns his own
engineering company. He has two children,
Stephen Kyle and Kellie Michell. His address is P.O. Box 474, Huntsville, Ark:.
72740.

•••

Jerry P. Butler (BS) received the M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees from Southern Illinois
University and is professor at the University
of Arkansas at Little Rock. He and his wife,
Ruth, have three children - Kinsey, Kyle .
and Kay - and reside at 12420 Hienke Rd.,
Mabelvale, Ark. 72103.

•••

Molly Simpson Henderson received the
A.A. degree from Lincoln Land Community .
. PlICa

College and was a member of Phi Theta
Kappa ·there. She is a secretary with the
-State of Illinois Savings & Loan Commission in Springfield. She and her
husband, Donald, have a daughter, Janet
Sue, and reside at 1904 S. First St.,
Springfield, Ill. 62704.. .

William R. Oliver (BA) is director of the
family life center of the South National
church of Christ in Springfield, Mo. His
wife, the former Lela Johnmeyer ('67) is
assistant manager of the Mustard Seed
Bookstore. The couple resides with their
three children - Noel, Gloria and Jared at 1103 E. Meadowlark, Springfield; Mo.
65807.

•••

Jim House (BS) is employed with
Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield as vice
president-marketing division, in Little
Rock. He and his wife, the former Sue
Howerton ('70), have three children James Matthew, Susan Ashley and John
Jordan. The family resides at No. 7
Jamestown, Searcy 72143.

•••

William P. Smotherman (Mlm) ' is
minister for the Sprin~own Road church of
Christ in Weatherford, Texas. He received
the Th.D. degree from National Christian
University and has been listed in Arkansas
Lives, Tennessee Lives, Personalities of the
South and Men of Achievement. He was
awarded the LLD degree by the University
of Fine Arts, Geneva, Switzerland.
Smotherman and his wife, Doris, have
three children - Barry, Michael and Kevin
- and reside at 1103 N. Elm, Weatherford,
Texas 76086.

•••

Edmond Leigh received the B.S. degree
from .the University of Pennsylvania and
J.D. degree from the University of
Oklahoma College of Law. He is president
of Beauty Associates, Ltd. in Norman, ~kla.
Leigh is qualified as a certified financial ,
planner, appeared in Who's Who in the
West and Southwest, and is a Commander,
Judge Advocate General's Corps, United
States Naval Reserve.
He and his wife, Harriette, have a son,
David, and reside at 2110 Saddleback Blvd.,
Norman, Okla. 73069. .

•••

James O. Wood (BA) is Finance
Representative with Paccar Financial Corp.
in Overland Park, Kan. He and his wife,
Sheila, have two children, Heather and
Robert, and reside at 9616 Riggs Rd.,
Overland Park, Kan. 66212.

•••

Carroll D. Osburn (BA) received the
D.Div. dep-ee from Vanderbilt University
and the Ph.D. degree from the University of
St Andrews, Scotland, and is Professor of
New Testament with the Harding Graduate
School of Religion in Memphis, Tenn. Dr.
Osburn has been selected to Outstanding
Educators of America, International Who',
Who in Education and Who's Who in the
SOMth & Southwest. He and his wife, Linda,
have two children, Heather and Valerie, and
reside at 1002 Fair Meadow, Memphis,
Tenn. 38117.

CLASS OF 1968
Jean Flippin Moffatt (BA) and husband,
John, own Seminole Printing Company in
Seminole, Texas. She also teaches English
and journalism at Seminole High School
and sponsors both the newspaper and
yearbook.
She is a member of the state board of the
Texas Federation of Music Clubs and edits
their quarterly publication "The Musical
Messenger. "
Jean completed the M.A. degree in mass
communication at Texas Tech in 1980.
The couple has a son, John, six, and their
address is Box 791, Seminole, Texas 79360.

CLASS OF 1969
Sandra K. Wallace (BS) is working with
the Stauffer Chemical Company in GlenwOod, W. Va. as chemist. She resides at
Route 1, Barboursville, W.Va. 25504.

•••

William H.' Jarnagin(BA) is a Certified
Public Accountant in Selmer, Tenn. He is a
member of the American Institute of CPAs
and the Tennessee Society of CPAs. He is
chairman of the Practice Review COmmittee
of the West Tennessee Chapter of the
Tennessee Society of CPAs. Jamagin has
been named to Outstanding Young Men Of
America and is a member of the
Development Council of Harding University
and Freed-Hardeman College.
Jarnagin is married to the former
Rebecca Crone ('70) and they have two
children, David and Deborah. The family
resides at Route 2, Box 128, Selmer, Tenn.
38375.

•••

Richard Walker (BA,BS) is a certified
public accountant and has his own business
in Birmingham, Ala. He and his wife, the
former Helen Hunnicutt ('70), reside at 3321
Blue Bell Lane, Birmingham, Ala. 35243.

Danny Price (BA) received the' M::&i.
degree from North Texas State University
and is head basketball coach for the high
school in Porter, Texas. His wife, the former
Ann White (BA'70) is an art teacher.
The couple has two children, Chad and
Clay, and resides at 2919 Parkway Manor,
Kingwood, Texas 77339.

CLASS OF 1970
Rachel Rivers Roberson (BA) is secretary
of the departments of History and Social
Science at Harding University. She is
married to Dr. Bryce Roberson (BA'61),
who is Professor of Biology at Harding. The
couple has a daughter, Lydia Karen, 11.

•••

Sandra Gaither Pitchford (BA) is a
homemaker, while husband, David (BA'69)
is a high school teacher and General
Cooperative Education Director ' in
Mountain Horne, Ark. They reside with
children, Mary Allison and Landon
Hamilton, at Route 7, Box 524-A, Mountain
Horne, Ark. 72653.

•••

David Mullen received the B.S. degree in
1970 in Business from Arkansas State
University and the J.D. in 1975 from the
University of Arkansas Law School at Little
Rock. He is an attorney in Walnut Ridge,
Ark.
Mullen served as president of the Walnut
Ridge Jaycees in 1981-82 and has received
several state and national Jaycee awards. He
is on the Board of Directors for the Northeast Arkansas Legal Services. He has two ,
children, Laura Gwen and Mary Lynn. His ·
address is P.O. Box 567, Walnut Ridge,
Ark. 72476.

•••

Marva Trotter Atkins and husband,
Larry (BA'71), live in Stuttgart where Larry,
is a farmer with C.M. Trotter Farms, Inc.
They have three children - Brian, Natalie
and Sara. The family resides at Route 2,
Box l09A, Stuttgart, Ark. 72160.

•••

Sharon Rogers ,Faries (BA) received the
M.A. degree in 1979 from the Univt'rsity of
Arkansas and is third grade teaCher at
Barling, Ark. Her husband, Bob, is a
pharmaceutical representative with E.R.
Squibb & Sons. The couple resides with
childr-en, Matthew and Jacob, at Route 2,
Box 1490, Alma, Ark. 72921.

•••

Rodger Brewer (BA) is assistant professor
of English at Harding University. He
received the M.S. degree in 1976 from East
Texas State University and has been
working toward the Ph.D. degree at the
University of Missouri. He received the
Graduate Teaching Award and has been
listed in Outstanding Young Men Of
America. Rod is married to the former
Grace Stroup (BA'71), who teaches kindergarten.
The couple resides with their two
children, Rachel and JoShua, at Route 5,
Box 148, Searcy 72143.

•••

Martha Bibee Boston (BS) received the
¥.S.:deP in 1982 from the University of
Delaware. She is research assistant in the
psychology department at the University of
Delaware. She resides with her son, Seth, at
106 Hopkins Ct., Newark, Del. 19713;.

•••

Steven R. Rudedge received the B.S.
degree from Abilene Christian University
and the M.S. degree from the University of
Arkansas. He is a farmer at Newport, Ark.
He and his wife, Loys. reside with their three
children ~ Jeffery, Glenda and Wesley at 509 Holden Ave., Newport, Ark. 72112.

•••

Roger A. Coffman (MA) received the
M.Div. in 1980 from Trinity Lutheran
seminary. He serves as minister for the
Grand Central church of Christ in Vienna,
W.Va. He teaches Bible /part-time at Ohio
Valley College.
He and.# his wife, Milbrey, have three
children - Allen, Barrett and Chris. The
HARDING UNIVERSITY

First Husband-Wife'Team Enrolls in CCP'·Program

'-

by Alice Ann Kellar
and.Bruce Cook
Sue and Ray Johnson have long been a
team, marrying 14 years ago after dating
during their last two years of high school
in Norwalk, Calif. Now the pair has
• become the tirst husband-wife team to
enter Harding University's Christian
Communications Program.
Sue is only the second woman to be
enrolled in the two-year plan designed to
equip Christians for better service.
Sue and Ray, ages 32 and 33,
respectively, and their two sons, Adam,
12 and Isaac, 11, left comfortable lives in
Templeton, Calif. for the academic world
and now their plans include the mission
field, possibly Ghana, Africa.
The family, after contacting a realtor
and making some preliminary plans, left
their house, which they had literally built
themselves to a great degree, their 20
acres with Appaloosa horses and 44
goats, their handy access to the ocean
and mountains, and their grocery
business to move to the Plainview
community near Searcy. They enrolled
their sons in Harding Academy.
After three semesters in the University
degree program, and because of a new
arrangement whereby CCP credit is
transferable to the baccalaureate degree
program, Ray 'elected to enter the CCP.
It seemed natural for Sue to join, too.
"We're accustomed to doing things
toget~er," she said.
With plans for the mission field, the

Alumnotes,-------family resides at 8 Poplar Dr., Vienna,
W.Va. 26105.

•••

Gary N. Martin (BA) is a partner in the
CPA firm of Steele, Carter, Martin & Krei.
He is a member of the Tennessee Society of
CPAs and the American Institute of CPAs.
. He' also serves ' as vice-president and
treasurer of West Tennessee Children's
Home.
Martin is married to the former Sherilyn
Shelly ('73) and they have three children Letita, Kevin and Tavia. The family resides
at 233 Rolling Hills Dr., Jackson, Tenn:
38301.

...

Joyce Ailes Bien (BA) received the
M.A.L.S. degree in 1978 from Valparaiso
UniverSity and is business educator and
department head for Porter County Schools
in Valparaiso. She an" husband, Daniel,
have two sons, Matthew and Andrew. The
family resides' at 91 South 500 West,
Valparaiso, Ind. 46383.

•••

Rowan Mcleod (BA) is owner of Mcleod
Accounting in Hope, Ark. He is president of
the Lions Club and a member of their board
of directors. He is alsO on
boimt of
United Way. Mcleod is married to the
former Cecelia Perdue and they have two
children, Terri and JameS. The family lives
at No. 1 Terry CirCle,' Hope, Arlt. .71801.

the

•••

Cliff Roberts (BA) is-employed with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture as a poultry
inspector. He received a ten-year government service award in May of 1981. He is
married to the former Jan Wehunt ('71),
who graduated from cosmetology school in
March; 1982, and is now a licensed
cosmetologist. They reside at 160 Cloverdale, Searcy 72143.

•••

Richard E. Berryhill (BS) received the
M.D. degree in 1974 from the University of
Arkansas Medical School. He and his. wife,
the former Jana Hankins (l:IS'fo9), have two
children, Richard BradleY' and Brian
Thomas. They reside at 7516' Dover Place,
HARDING UJIlIVERSITY

children at a time lived with them and
even went on vacation with the family.
"That was both rewarding and
4epressing," said Sue. "Rewarding to
work with 'them and depressing when
they finally would leave." The Johnsons
have been. offered similar opportunities
to work with foster children here, but feel
it is best to concentrate now on their
. studies.
Sue will be taking one class that is
different from Ray's curriculum. She will
be taking a speech class instead of
"Sermon Delivery," as women are not
permitted to be trained as preachers in
the CCP. "I think I will eventually get a
degree in counseling," Sue said, "but I
want to be able to teach some, too."

tending classes together, helping each
other study and the like will be an asset
in their preparation.
They also have some apprehensions
about when to go, as regards to the best
situation for their sons. "We want to do
what's best for them, and we know that
some talents can best be matured here,
so we will make our final decision later."
In California the couple were foster
parents in a county program. Several

Sue has found no problems in being a
minority in a situation usually
dominated by males. "They really accept
me and it's certainly a good program,"
she said. Both find that CCP students
seem to be a much closer group than
others on campus, because the 25 or so
classmates spend almost every day
together for two years.
Ray s,aid that from his very tkst day on
campus he knew he'd made the right
decision. "My speech teacher was super
and she set the mood toward making the
Christian life applicable in the
classroom," he, said. "We have found
that the professors humble themselves
and are most friendly and helpful. We
will always remember Harding."

•••
(BS)

Texas. He and· his wife, the former Karen
Mason ('72), have two children, Anthony
and L.ra. The" family lives at '4709
Brandenburg, The Colony, Texas 75056.

Mo. Her husband, Wayne, is principal
there. They have two children, Andrew
Brian and Grant Lane. The family lives at
Route 1, Box 576, Ironton, Mo. 63650.

•••

. Joyce Bond Hogan is a Mary Kay
Cosmetics consultant while her husband,
Vern (BS'69), is owner and manager of
Motor Parts and Supply. They have two
children, Melanie and Mark, and reside at
1111 Mockingbird Dr., Idabel, Okla. 74745.

Drew Fuller (BA) received the M.ME.
.degree in 1972 from A.S.U. He is
Operations Coordinator for the U.S. Army
in San Salvador, EI Salvador.
He and his wife, the former Kathy Fly
('72), have three children: Wendy, Jason and
David. Drew's address is USDAO American
Embassy, APO Miami 34023.

Ray and SueJohnson ofCalifomia are the first CCP husband-wife team.
couple felt that a program such as CCP
would help them in preparation for their
dream. They have strong thoughts about
Ghana because friends from their former
congregation in Atascadero, and others
from nearby congregations, have served
there.
But recent political unrest there has
caused some reConsideration.
Wherever they may choose to go, they
still feel that their experience of at-

Ft. Smith, Ark. 72903.

Dean Bawcom
.~ yearboolto.. consultant with Josten's! American Yearbook
Co. He is married to the former Lana
Cowart (BA'73)/and they ,have two children,
Jay and Amanda. The family lives at 33
Indian Trail, Searcy 72143.
Waybe D. Plylar (M.A.) received the
M.B.A. in Economics/Finance from
Memphis State University and is assistant
city manager of Spartanburg, S.C. He and
his wife, Virginia, have two children, Kevin
and Sheryl, and reside at 1046 Ezell Blvd.,
Spartanb~g, S.C. 29301.

•••

Bill Brant (BA) received the M.A. degree
from the University of Kansas and is general
manager of KSOF radio and assistant
professor of mass communication at Friends
University in Wichita, Kan. He has been
selected to appear in Outstanding Young
Men, Of America several times.'
Brant is married to the former Patrecia
Selvia (BA) who is an English teacher at
Christian Challenge High School. The
couple has three children - Arthur, Joel
and Bethany - and reside' at 3255 S.
Custer, Wichita, Kan. '67217. "

•••

Ed Porter (BA) is head football coach and
athletic director at Batesburg-Leesville High
School, Biltesburg, S.C. In 1981 his football
team was the triple A conference champions, ranked No. 1 in the state. He is
married to the former Glenda Willis who is
, school secretary. Their address is Box 444,
Leesville, S.C. 29070.
"

...

Dwight A. Albright (BA) rec:eived the
M.Th. and M.A. degrees from Harding
Graduate School in Memphis and is a
missionary in Japan; He and his wife, the
former Josephine Stinson ('71), have two
children, Rachel and Jonathan. Their
address is Suwa-cho 1-16-2; Higashi
Murayamaoshi; Tokyo 189, Japan.

•••

Terry Fruzia (BA) is working with
General Telephone Company in Carrollton.

•••

•••

Eileen Bradford Daily (BSMT) reports
she's a '!holistic housewife" while husband,
William (BS'68) is an otolaryngologist and
facial plastic surgeon with Gunderson Clinic
in Wisconsin. The couple resides with their
two children, lohnathan and Joshua, at
2420 Paris Angel Dr., La Crosse, Wis.

54601.

•••

Bob J amagin (BA) is an accountant in
Selmer, Tenn. His wife, the former Lindy
Davis ('71), is in the nursing program of
Union University. Bob also enjoys preaching
for the Mars Hill church of Christ. The
couple lives at Route 2, Box 144-F, Selmer,
Tenn. 38315.

•••

Paula Denise Chrotlister Brooks (BA) is a
homemaker while husband, Raymond ('73),
is a classified sales representative with
Republic & Gazette. They have two
children, Brandon and Tara, and reside at
4140 W. Meadow Dr., Glendale, Ariz.

'85308.

•••
Lyn Prince Rose received the B.A. degree

from ACU .and the ' M.A. degree from
California State University and , is an
English instructor at Texas Tech University,
Lubbock; Texas. Her husband, Ron, is
family minister for the Broadway church of
Christ. They have two children, Julie and
Joy, and reside at 5427 30th St., Lubbock,
Texas 19407.

...

'

Joy Ulmer Wheeler received the B.S.
degree from Southeast Missouri State
University and is Early Childhood teacher at
Arcadia Valley Elementary School, Ironton,

•••

•••

John A. Curtis (BA) is serving as minister
for the church of Christ in Southaven, Miss.
He was selected to appear in Outstanding
Young Men ofAmerica. Curtis is married to
the former Joy Reichenbach ('73) and they
have three children: John Mark, Julie
Michelle and Jonathan Michael. The family
resides at 828 Farmington Dr~, Southaven,
Miss. 3867l.

•••

Kay Craig Crouch (BA) has her own shop
called Decor by Kay. She and husband,
Bob, have two children, Amy and Jennie,
and reside at 5435 Northmoor, Dallas,
Texas 75229.

•••

Freeman Hicks (BA) is minister for the
church of Christ in Harriman, Tenn. He and
his wife, Agnes, have two children, Freeman
Raltdal and Cynthia Rene. Their address is
P.O. BOlt 371, Harriman, Tenn. 37748.

•••

Donald l.. Baker (BS) received the O.D.
degree from Southern College of Optometry
and is an optometrist and board member
and treasurer of the Kiwanis Club. Dr.
Baker also serves as vice-president of the
Arkansas Optometric Association.
He is married to the fonner Mary Wade
(BS) and they have four children: Brian.
Lorie, JaCob and Jason. They reside at
Route 1, Box 113VV, Clarksville, Ark.
72830.

•••

Phill Pharr (BS) is an, agent with State
Farm Insurance in Nashville, Tenn. He is an
(Continued on page 10)
p.,e9

~

was ''SeleCted ·to-appear,· in' ,Out~
standing Young Men ofA merica; he serVed
as Chairman of the Religious Education
Dept. of Tarleton State University,
Stephenville, Texas in 1980 and was
president of the Stephenville Ministerial
Alliance in 1979.
He and his wife, the former Becky
Schreiber (BA), have a daughter, Amanda
Grace. They reside at 2311 Kara Dr.,
Tallahassee, Fla. 32303.

(Continuedfrom page 9)'
active member of the Board and is
Chairman of the Public Relations Committee of AGAPE (a Christian social services agency) in Nashville. He was selected
to appear in the 1982 Outstanding Young
Men of America.
He and his wife, the former Sharon Webb
(BA'74), have four children: Jeremy, Joshua,
Tara and Lacy. The family resides at 116
VaHey Green Dr., Antioch, Tenn. 37013.
/

,', ',; W;~

...

•••

Neal McKinney (BA) received the ASN in
1977 in nursing from Vincennes University
and i.s attending Kansas Newman College
working toward the BSNA (Anesthetist) in
. Wichita , Kan. He resides at 400 W. Central
No. 812, Wichita; Kan. 672(J3.

Judy Goetz Pritchett received the B.A.
from David Lipscomb College and the M.S.
degree from Murray State University. She is
in the math department and is speech and
language therapist at Boyd-Buchanan
School in Chattanooga, Tenn. Her husband,
Jerry, is an engineer with TVA and they
have two children, Jennifer and Joy. The
family resides at 1303 Panorama Dr.,
Chattanooga, Tenn. 37421.

•••

Glenna Umholtz Graber is enjoying being
home with her two children, Kimberly and
Christopher, while husband, Robert,
teaches and coaches basketball. The family
resides at 1120 W. 9, Newton, Kan. 67114.

•••

Richard E. Wolfe (BA) is an ~vangelist
with the church of Christ in Liege, Belgium.
He and his wife, Jade, have two children,
Todd and Marc. The family's address is 63,
rue des N adons- Unies, 4430 Alleur
Belgium.

•••

Sharon Parker (BA) is Office Systems
Specialist with IBM Corporation in Boston,
Mass. She received the M.S. degree in 1981
from the University of Hartford and has
been named a professor on the adjunct
faculty of Suffolk University, teaching in the
Executive M.B.A. program. She resides at
Five Mayo Road, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

•••

•••

John Bowen (BA) is working with Pricell,
Inc. of New York. He and his wife, the
former Elaine Ledbetter ('69), have three
children: John Jr., David and Kimberly.
They reside at Route 5, Box 454, Shelbyville,
Tenn. 37160.

•••

Mary King Jones (BA) received the M.A.
degree from Troy University and is teaching
elementary school in Crestview, Fla. Her
husband, Robert, and she have a son, James
Robert, and they reside at Route 1, Box 167B, Crestview, Fla. 32536.

Jerry W. Owen (M.Th.) is preaching for
the West Ripley church of Christ in Ripley,
Miss. He and his wife, Patricia, have three
children - Deborah, Kathleen and Pamela,
and reside at Route 1, Box 433, Ripley,
Miss. 38663.
~thia

Crain Moore received the B.S.
degree in Business Administration from
Franklin University. She and her husband,
Arthur, reside at RD 4, T.L. Box 457,
DuBois, Pa. 15801.

•••

Robert R. Watson (BA) received the M.A.
degree from Harding Graduate School of
Religion in Memphis and is ' an agent with
State Fann Insurance. He was selected to
appear -fu OutsJ4ndtng Y()Ilng Men of '
America. He· is married, to the former
Elizabeth Holloway ('71) and they have
three children: Rachel, Todd and Mark
Allen. The family resides at 812 Pryor St.,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

•••

Arthur Shearin (BA) received the M.M.
degree from Memphis State University and
the D.M.A. degree from the University of
Colorado. He was at Freed-Hardeman
College for six years and is associate
professor of music at Harding University.
He and his wife, the former Sheri Tipps
(BA'69), have two children: Jared and
Elizabeth. The family resides at 34
Dalewood, Searcy 72143.

•••
Fred A. Bailey (BA) received the M.A.

degree and the Ph.D. degree from the
University of Tennessee. He teaches in the
history department at Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn. Dr. Bailey has
had articles published in several history
journals and is serving as the assistant
editor of the West Tennessee Historical
Society's Papers. He also serves as president
of the East Chester Elementary School PTA.
He and his wife, the former Bonnie Pitt,
have three children: Ambert, Alex and Stan.
They reside at 265 Steed, Henderson, Tenn.

38340.

•••

David E. Roll (BS) received the M.S. and
Ph.D. degrees from the University of
Illinois. He was selected to appear in the
1982 edition of Outstanding Young Men of
America and serves on the executive
committee of the American Chemical '
Society, Rochester Section. Dr. Roll is
assistant professor with Roberts-Wesleyan
College, Rochester, N.Y.
He and his wife, Margaret, pave a son,
Mark Francis, and they live at 117 Elmdorf
Avenue, Rochester, N.Y. 14619.

•••

. Peggy Brady Conard (BA) is kinderptten
PqelO

•••

•••

Recent gnullllJU8 Terri White, left, andJim B1'Gdley, right, elfioy grruliudionj'eltivities.
teaclter in Christian Schools of
Albuquerque. She and her husband, Ar.
thur, have a daughter, April Beth, and
reside at 1600 Pabl~Ct. NE, Albuquerque,
N.M.87112.
.

•••

Sue Hannon Heinle (BA) is a teacher's
aide and also does substitute teaching at the
Christian school in Porterville, Calif. Her
husband, James, is a landscape architect
with the U.S. Forest Service. They have two •
children, Justin and Fonest, and reside at
8SO N. Salisbury St., Porterville, Calif.
93257.

•••

Dick James (BA) is inventory controller
with MaCk-Wayne Closures Division of the
West Company in Marlboro, N.J~_He also
attends Brookdale Community College as a
computer science major.
Dick is married to the former Linda
Newcomb (BS) (B.S.M.T.'80) and they have
three children: Heather, Tracy and Benjamin. The family resides at 2515 Asbury
Ave., Ocean, N.J. 07712.

•••

Dr.James W. Carr (BA) received the M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees from Florida State
University. He is Regional Director of
American ColleF. Testing, Tallah8$see, Fla.
He is a member of the American
Association of Higher Education, American
Association of University Administrators,
and American Persomiel and Guidance
Association. He serves as Vice Chairman of
the Board of Trustees of Ohio Valley
College, is a member of the Board of :
Trustees and President of Southern ;
Scholarship Foundation, a member of the .
President's Development Council of
Harding University, member of the Board of
the Weichelt Foundation, member of the
Board of Trustees of Tallahassee Community College Foundation, President of
Quail Valley Enterprises, member of the
Board of Trustees of Lemoyne Art Foundation at Tallahassee and a member of the
Rotary Club there.
Jim is the SOD of Dr. ~ Mrs. Jimmy Carr
of Searcy where his father is assistant to the
President of Harding Univenity.

Jim resides at 4707 Tory Sound Lane,
Tallahassee, Fla. 32308.

•••

Johnny Chin. (BS) is an agent with State
F~ Insurance. He and his wife, Mary,
have tht'e!' children: Amy, Bryan and .
Angela. The family resides at 9752 Timber
Oak Trail, Cincinnati, Ohio 45241.

•••

Karen Low (BA) is senior account
technician with California State. Employees
Association. She has been selected twice as a
"Leader of American Secondary
Education." She· resides at 9350 Defiance
Circle, Sacramento, Calif. 95827.

•••

•••

Warren J. "Buddy" Pattison Jr. received
the B.S. degree from Memphis State
Unive'fSity and the M.S. degree from the
University of Tennessee. He is employed
with Tennessee Valley Authority as
Manager-Supervisor of Project Engineering
Section. He and his wife, Rosemary, have
two chili:IJ:en, Jay and Elizabeth, and reside
at 1048 Hurricane Creek Rd., Chattanooga,
Tenn. 37421.

•••

David C. Crouch (BS) is Director of
A1umniIPlacement. He coordinates the
various activities of the Alumni Association
as well as helping graduating seniors to find
employment. In addition, he assists the
DeYelopment Office on various projects.
He is marri~ to the former LOla Murry
(BA '69), who works in the HardIng Bu-siness
Office, They have t hree children: a
da ughter,Tracy, .end two sons, Eric" and
Brandon. The family resides at 113
Cloverdale, Searcy 72143.

Gary Walker (BA) · received the M.A.
degree from the University of Central
Arkansas and _ the Ph.D. degree from
Bangalore University, Bangalore, India. Dr.
Walker is an instructor in the Sunset School
of Preaching and the School of India City
Evangelism, and is also a missionary to
• India. He and his wife, the former Julia
Walton ('72), have three children: Joel,
Benjamin and Micah. They reside at 5710
37th St., Lubbock, Texas 79407.
Larry N. Renfroe is an agent for State
Farm Insurance. He holds the chartered life
underwriter designation from American
College of Life Underwriters. He is married
to the former Paula Schreiber ('72), who
works as a secretary. The couple has three
children: Sean, Kelley and Bradley, and
resides at 804 Phillips Lane, Seymour, Ind.
47274.

•••

Charles W. Kiser (BA) is serving as
minister for the church of Christ in Winona,
Minn. He received the M.A. degree from the
Harding Graduate School of Religion in
Memphis, Tenn. He and his wife, Connie,
have a son, Brian, and the family resides at
83546th Ave., Winona, Minn. 55987.

•••

Bruce Wooley (BA) received the M.Th.
degree from the Harding Graduate School
in Memphis, Tenn. and is minister for the
Call Street church of Christ in Tallahassee,

PIa.

Harry L. Fuller (BA) is Labor Relations
and Personnel Representative with Saginaw
Steering Gear, Division of General Motors,
in Athens, Ala. He also teaches part-time at
Calhoun Community College, . and is a
meJl!ber of the advisory board for ( the
Calhoun College Department of Busin:ess
Administration. Fuller was selected twice as
Outstanding American Educator.
He and wife, Debra, have three children:
Shannon, Kevin and Valerie. They reside at
Route 3, Box 353, Trinity, Ala. 35673.

•••

•••

Mrs. Paul Huston, the ,former Diann
Williamson (BA), is high school art teacher
and district department head of
Reynoldsburg City Schools, Reynoldsburg,
Ohio. She was nominated 'as Central Ohio
art teacher of 1982. She and her husband,
- Paul, have a daughter, Clarissa Joy, and
reside at 4105 Ashgrove Dr., Grove City,
Ohio 43123.

•••

Ben Boothe (BA) is president and director
of Western National Bank of Texas in Ft.
Worth. He was selected to Outstanding
Young Men Of AmericG in 1981, named
Outstanding-Texas Business Man Under 40
in 1980, and Youngest Bank President in
East Texas in 1980. He is DirectorlI'rustee;
HAltDINO UNIVEIlSITY

, It;lst., 01. ,C,h,ristian . Siudiesdn Anstitlr, and
DirectorlTrustee of Mission Journal.
Boothe is married to the former Paulette
Holbrooks ('71) who owns Paulette's Interiors. The couple has two children, Ben II
and Ethan. They reside at 6900 Wilton, Ft.
Worth, Texas 76133.

Childers (BA), is
reading teacher in Fulton, Miss. She and
her husband have three children: Elizabeth,
Whitney and Hilary. The family lives at 406
S. Kathryn Dr., Fulton, Miss. 38843.

John Paul Athanasiou (BA) is administrator of Lakeview Christian Home,
Carlsbad, N.M. He and his wife, Diane,
reside at 10tO Dogwood, Carlsbad, N.M.
88220.

Eliece Gilbert Gifford (BS) is Community
Services Supervisor for the State of Tennessee Commission on Aging. Her husband,
Carey (BS), is Senior Editor with Abington
Press. They reside at 3807 Rolland Rd.,
Nashville, Tenn. 31205.

•••

•••

Ervin Willis (BA) is Dean of Students and
Head of Social Studies at Strong High
School, Strong, Ark. He also serves as fill-in
minister for the Stephens church of Christ.
His address is P.O. Box 557, Strong, Ark.
71765.

•••

•••

Roy Smalling (BA) is minister for the
North Davis church of Christ in Arlington,
Texas and Dean of Students for the School
of Practical Evangelism. He has served as
police cliaplain, Colorado Springs, Colo.;
Biblical advisor of Great Lakes Christian
College; and was the director for a CamMrs. Gilbert Ontiveros, the former Nancy
paign for Christ in' Wellington, New
Teal (BS), received the M.Ed. degree in 1981
Zealand. His wife, the former Brenda Bryan
from Loyola College and is Nutrition . ('71), is office manager for Dr. Anthony
Consultant
and
Merchandising
'
Bolin, a dentist.
Representative for Florida Department of
The couple has two children, Roy Alan
Citrus. Her husband is with the Department . and Matthew Thomas, and resides at 5104
of the Army. They reside at to Mountain
Bellefontaine, Arlington, Texas 76017.
Green Circle, Baltimore, Md. 21207.
Air Force Major Margaret Hammond
Mrs. James Haden, the former Beth Nutt
Anno (BA) has assumed command of the
Air Force Communications Command's
(BA), is co-owner of a multi-craft shop
headquarters squadron section at Scott Air
called Knits Knots & Kalico. She and her
husband have two children, Allen and
Force Base, III. The major has served with
Bradley. The family resides at 15110 Sun
the Air Force for 12 years.
Spur, San Antonio, Texas 78232.
••
Kathlyn Kingdon (BA) received the
Marilyn Burton Barr (BA) is a
M.Med. degree in 1912 from Colorado
homemaker while husband, James, is
University and is employed with Davis,
Graham & Stubbs, Attorneys at Law, as
minister for the Struthers Church of Christ.
Services Supervisor in Denver, Colo. She
They have two children, James Wade and
resides at 17193 E. 16th Ave., Aurora, Colo.
Jonathan David. The family resides at 229
'Argyle Ave., Boardman, Ohio 44512.
80011.

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

Barry T. Milton (BS) is a partner in an
investment firm in Dallas, Texas. He resides
at 12332 Montego Plaza, Dallas, Texas
75230.

•••

Charles M. Cooper (BA) received the M.S.
and Ph.D. from the University of
Mississippi and is research ecologist with
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. He is a
member of Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi and
has been selected to Outstanding Young
Men Of America and Who's Who In The
South And Southwest. He is married to the
former Judy CotTman (BA'68), who is a
mental health information specialist with
the Mental Health Center.
The couple resides with their two
children, Charles and Kimberly, at 2202
Haley St., Oxford, Miss. 38655.

•••

Mary Kathryn Smith (BS) received the
M.S. degree in 1980 in Counseling from
Florida State University.' She, is a science
teacher at Pocigen Middle School, Marietta,
Ga. and resides at 860 Franklin Rd., Apt.
No.1, Marietta, Ga. 30067.

•••

Jack E. Gardner (BA) owns General
Insurance Agency in Glenwood, Ark. He is
an officer in the Jaycees and Fire Chief for
the Glenwood Fire Department. His wife,
the former Linda Smith (BA) is an
elementary science teacher. The couple has
a son, Chad Byron. Their address is P.O.
Box 387, Glenwood, Ark. 71943.

•••

John R. Thompson (BS) received the
M.S. W. degree from Marywood College and
is assistant director of the Social Service
Department, Crozer-Chester Medical
Center. Chester, Pa. He and his wife, Diane,
have two children, Matthew and Adam. The
family resides at 5 Sumner Lane, West
Grove, Pa. 19390.
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CLASS OF 1971
Joanne E. King (BA) received the
"Alumnus of' the Year" award from
Michigan C!lristian College recently.
Following her graduation from MCC in
1969, Miss King completed her Bachelor
and Masters degrees at Harding University.
Since that time she has been employed at
Harding Academy in Memphis, Tenn. She
began as a teacher, but for the past six years
has served as both teacher and pnncipal in
the Academy's elementary school.
Dr. Harold Bowie, superintendent of
Harding Academy of Memphis, said of Miss
King, "Joanne is loved and appreciated by
alI who know her. She is held in esteem by
her students, their parents, and by the
teachers and staff members who are under
her supervision. Joanne is dedicated to
Christian education and to Harding
Academy. She is truly a Christian lady with
a deep love for the Lord and a strong
commitment to the children she services as
teacher and principal."
Miss King resides at 321813 Colony Mall
No.2, Memphis, Tenn. 38115.

•••

Rick Pinczuk (BA) is director of Slavic
Studies at Great Lakes Christian College in
Beamsville, Ontario, Canada. In 1969 he
;went on a fact~finding to~rof Slavic Europe
and felt compelled by his journey to devote
his life to evangelizing the Slavic World.
The Slavic Studies program at GLCC is
an outgrowth of Pinczuk's concern for the
Slavic' people.
The four-year program, which is
scheduled to begin in the fall 1983 semester,
will start with a curriculum of Ukrainian
study.

•••

Larry N. Combs (BS) and his wife, the
former Jerry Ann Cotham (BA'70), are
serving as missionaries in Brazil. The couple
has three children: Nedra, Brady and Jason.
The Combs' address is: Caixa Postal 12,
Campinas Sao Paulo, Brazil. 13.100.

...

'

Paul D. Haynie (BA) is Director of the
Christian Bible Center at the University of
Arkansas in Fayetteville. His wife, the
former Kayla Hyde ('70) serves as secretary

Zip _ _ _ __

Attach your old
mailing label here.

•

•••

Janice McIntosh Houtz (BA) is part-time
English teacher at Kenai Peninsula Community College in Soldotna, Alaska. Her
husband, Allen, is full-time teacher there
and technician for Industrial Instrumentation Service Co~ They have a son,
Micah Livingston. The address is Box 884,
Kenai, Alaska 99611.

The Bulletin mailing system has been changed to a new computer labeling
process in order to improve our efficiency and accuracy in reaching alumni.
During this process, we have attempted to correct and update our files, and
may have inadvertently omitted your name. If you are receiving multiple
issues of the Bulletin, have changed your name or address, or no longer wish
to continue receiving the Bulletin, please let us know by checking the appropriate box below, filling in your name and address, and mailing this information to: Office of Public Relations, Box 759, Harding University, Searcy,
Ark. 72143. Drop us a line to tell us about yourself, suggest a story about an
alumnus, or send us a recent black-and-white photograph. WE'D LIKE TO
HEAR FROM YOU, AND SO WOULD FRIENDS AND CLASSMATES!

Lundy Neely (BS) is district manager of
Betz Entec of Dayton, Ohio. He and his
wife, the former Beth Geer (BA'70), have six
children: Christopher, Robert, Amy,
Jonathan, Matthew and Benjamin. They
reside at 8300 Dog Leg Road, Dayton, Ohio
45414.

80. He teaches a class in Bible at David
Lipscomb High School and continues to
preach for various churches of Christ in the
Middle Tennessee area. He has been with
the 20th Century Christian on a full-time
basis since June, 1980 .
He is a member of the American Institute
ofC.P.A.'s, and was recently selected as one
ofthe Outstanding Young Men Of America.
He is married to the former Melinda
Thurman (BA). They have three children:
Matthew, Martha Lynn and Seth.

CLASS OF 1973

CLASS OF 1975

for the Center.
The couple has two children, Kassandra
and Kipten. The family resides at 1107
Overcrest, Fayetteville, Ark. 12701.

•••

June Kessinger Moore graduated from
Marshall University, summa cum laude,
August, 1982. She is third and fourth grade
teacher at Mt. Flower Elementary School.
She and her husband, Gene (BA'12), have
three children: Amy, Austin and Kristy. The
family resides at 7903 Brook St., Pt.
Pleasant, W.Va. 25550.

CLASS'OF 1974
Barry L. Blackburn (BA) and his wife, the
former Kathy Masterson (BA), will be
returning to the United States in June of
1983. Barry is in his third year at the
University of Aberdeen, Scotland. He also
preaches for the Aberdeen church of Christ.
Their address is 39 Keithleigh Gardens
Pitmedden, Scotland AB4 OGE, U.K.

CLASS OF 1972
The Board of Directors of 20th Century Christian, Inc., has recently
promoted Mark M. McInteer from
Secretary to Vice President and Secretary of
20th Century Christian, Inc. He
will be in charge of the ~administrative
activities of the company, and will also
continue as Executive Director of the 20th
Century
Christian
Foundation,
which
publishes
20th
Century
Christian and Power For Today
magaziries.
McInteer has a B.S. in Business from
Harding, a Master's in Religious Education
from the Harding Graduate School ill
MemphiS;'and is also' Ii Certified Public
Accountant. He was with the accountmg
finn of Haskins and Sells, 1975-77. He
served as associate minister of East Frayser
church of Christ in Memphis, Tenn., 1977-

Melinda Howell Miller (BA) and
husband, Chris, left November 28 for
Tauranga, New Zealand where they will
both attend the South Pacific School of
Biblical Studies. Their ad,dress is South
Pacific School of Biblical Studies, P.O. Box
2155, Tauranga, New Zealand.

•••

Donald H. Phillips (BA) has been accepted in the 1982 class of Southwestern
Medical School in Dallas. He was recently
selected to appear in'the 1982 edition of
Outstanding Young Men of America.
He and his wife, the former Karen Jeffery
('78), reside with their two"year-old
daughter, Kathy Leigh, at 827 Live Oak, De
Soto, Texas 75115.

•••

Paul Woodhouse (BA) who has been in
broadcasting for several years, has left the
profession and is serving as minister for the
church of Christ in Black Rock, Ark. His
wife is the former Debbie Brown ('74). Their
address is P.O. Boid37, Black Rock, Ark.
12415.

•••

Kenneth V. Neller (BA) has recently been
'selected .to appear in the Outstanding
Young Men Of America for 1982, an honor
he also received in 1978. After being
awarded the M. Th. degree and the M.A.
degree from Harding Graduate School' of
Religion in 1979 and 1980, he spent two
years working toward the Ph.D. in the area
of New Testament textual criticism at the
University of St. Andrews in Scotland. He
also taught New Testament Greek for the
University on a part-time basis.
While in Scotland, he worked with the
Lord's church in Kirkcaldy, in addition to
speaking to several other congregations.
Neller is currently in his second year as
the minister for the church in Columbus,
. '(Continued on page 12)
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in:r980:'~Ift 1982. he/receiv,ed .the:M:LS,"·,\\~iltluat·awatd,:1S,'fut aCtivities fr.om APril T
degree in Library Science from Florida State
through March 1 of 1981-82 in the city,
lJniversity. While there, he was listed in
community, state and country which serve
Who's Who Among Students in American
to make the world a better place in which to
Colleges & Universities and the Dean's List.
live. Jill received the bachelor's degree from
He and wife, Kathleen, reside at 1411
the University of Alabama in Huntsville.
She is the daughter of Don (MA'61) and
Tulip, Searcy 72143.
•••
June Osborne.
Jill was employed at Athens-Limestone
Craig Ireland (BA) received the M.A.
degree in December 1981 in counseling
Hospital from 1977-1981 and, for the past
from Central Michigan University. He is
year, has been director of education at D.E.
employed as a psychologist at Texas
Jackson Memorial Hospital and supervisor
of the emergency room with the responDepartment of Correction, Huntsville,
Texas.
sibility of risk management.
.
He is married to the former Margie
Moore (BSN'SO) who works at Huntsville
Memorial Hospital. They reside at 132
Highway 75 North, Huntsville, Texas 77340.
Renee Sigman (BA) is attending the
Martha Ann Cox (BS) Haslam is married
University of Arkansas School of Law at
now and lives with husband, Steve, and oneFayetteville. She works as law clerk in the
year-old son, Chad Michael, in Plainville,
firm of Odom, Elliott, Lee and Martin. She
Kan. Her address is P.O. Box 73, Plainville,
served as secretary of the Student Bar
Kan.67663.
Association, and president of the Delta
Theta Phi law fraternity. She resides at 814
Polly Suzanne Mullen (BS) is working as
Betty Jo Dr., Fayetteville, Ark. 72701.
an apprentice restoring Navajo rugs and
wall coverings in Albuquerque. She resides
at 12 Eagle Nest, Albuquerque, N.M. 87122.

Kan. He and his wife, the former Barbara
Franklin (BS'75), have a one-year-old son,
~olin. The family resides at 319 S. Florida,
,r."zolumbus, Kan. 66725.

,

"'' ' '

Bobby Rothfus (BA) has been promoted
to Receiving Clerk with the Institutional
Wholesa,le Co. in Cookeville, Tenn., a
wholesale food supplier for the Upper
Cumberland Region. His wife, the former
Marlene Lester (BS) is a homemaker, and
both are actively involved in teaching the
teenage classes in the Algood, Tenn.
congregation. They reside with their two
children at Route 6, Box 225-B, Cookeville,
Tenn. 38501.
..

."'.

"'' ' '

Ben H. Wiles (BS) is in charge of
Financial Forecasting with Reading & Bates
Corp. in Tulsa, Okla. His wife, the former
Sandra Roberts (BBA'81), is.a high school
business teacher with Green Co. Christian
Academy. They reside at 11204 E. Brady
Apt. No. 227, Tulsa, Okla. 74116.

•••

CLASS OF 1977
Ben F. Brannon (BA) is celebrating his
10th year in broadcasting, which began in
January 1972 at the campus radio station,
KHCA. He is News and Sports Director of
WMOE Radio, a new radio station in his
home town of Roswell, Ga. (in the MetroAtlanta area).
Ben also serves as a volunteer fireman,
along with his brother, Randy (BS'69), in,
the Roswell Fire & Rescue Dept.
Ben was recently selected to appear in the :
1982 edition of Outstanding Young Men Of
America.
His address is P.O. Box 373, Roswell, Ga.
30077.

•••

Mark E. Brickman (BS) is office manager
of the Lawton area of the Public Service
Company of Oklahoma. He and wife,
Marcia, reside at 410 NW 74th, Lawton,
Okla. 73505.

•••

William T. "Spike" O'Dell is the morning show announcer on KIIK radio,
Davenport, Iowa. lie was chosen one of the
top five radio personalities in the nation in
1981. O'Dell is married to the former Karen
Anne Alley ('70) and they have a son, John
Michael. They reside at 143 41st Avenue,
East Moline, Ill. 61244.

CLASS OF 1978
Craig "Buddy" Beard (BA) is reference
librarian at Harding University. He received
the M.A.R: degree in Church History from
the Harding Graduate School in Memphis

CLASS OF 1980

CLASS OF 1981

•••

Robert B. Crompton (BS) has been
named an Associate of the Society of Actuaries (A.S.A.).
To be named an Associate, he successfully completed an intensive course of
study and eumination administered by the
Society on the basic concepts underlying the
financial analysis of risk and its application
to life and health insurance, pensions and
other security programs.
Crompton is an actuarial associate with
Maccabees Mutual Life Insurance Company in Southfield, Mich.
He is married to the former Julie Martin
(BA) and they reside at 24777 Rensselaer,
. Oak Park, Mich. 48237.

CLASS OF 1979
Jeffrey N. Hughes (BA) is living in the
beautiful Ozark Mountains and is employed
as a woodcarver with Mountain Woodcarvers in Branson, Mo. He and his wife,
Cathy, reside at S.R. 1, Box 959, Hollister,
Mo. 65672.

•••

Mary Ann Parrish (BA) received the
Master of Public Administration degree in
August from the University of Alabama.
She is employed as customer service
representative with the Citizens & Southern
National Bank in Atlanta, Ga. She resides
at 4612 Montauk Rd., Lilburn, Ga. 30247.

•••

Mrs. Jill Osborne Adams has been chosen
Distinguished Young Woman of the Year
by the Athens (Alabama) Jayceettes. This

-----------------------------------~--,
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Elaine Darrah (BA) is medical
technologist with Baptist Memorial
Hospital in Memphis, Tenn. She resides at
2066 Cabana Circle N. No.2, Memphis,
Tenn. 38107.

•••

Jeff Hearn (BS) is an accountant with
Arthur Andersen in Houston while his wife,
the former Cyndie Stills (BA), teaches sixth
grade With Westbury Christian Schools. The
couple· resides at 6960 Bell Aire Blvd. No.
1203, Houston, Texas 77074.

•••

Buddy Barkalow (BA) has completed a
one-year program at the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts, and is now
Assistant Managing Director of Theatre
Guinevere in New York City. The theatre is
located on the second floor of the Camelot
Build,iJJ.g in Manhattan, on historic Tin Pan
Alley, and is getting a lot of attention in the
city bec~use it is the newest legitimate
Equity approved (Actor's Equity
Association) Off-Broadway Theatre to be
built in New York City in a number of years.
Theatre Guinevere encompasses 5,000
square feet, with a 99-seat house, two large
dressing rooms, a fully equipped scenic
shop, a costume shop, two large offices, box
office, large lobby area, rehearsal studio,
and a modern' sound and light booth. The
theatre's first show, "Primal Time," opened
in December.
Buddy resides at 131 E. 23rd St., No. 3C,
New York, N.Y. 10010.

•••

Elizabeth Favre (BA) teaches first grade
at Campbell Christian Schools, Campbell,
Calif. She resides at 1102 Audrey Ave.,
Campbell, Calif. 95008.

•••

Heber Taylor III ('81) was promoted to
Sports Director of the Jacksonville (Texas)
Daily Progress in December.
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City

,

~

. CLASS OF 1982

...• . , .
State

Zip ______

phone
Please enclose remittance with order. Thank you!
Make checks payable to Harding University.
(Orders received after March 22 will be at the Ticket Booth in the George S. Benson Auditorium for pickup upon arrival.)
List order of preference in case seating on preferred date is unavailable. Number 1 through 4.
Thurs., March 31 (7:00 p.m.) Tickets $4.00 each
Fri., April 1 (7:00 p.m.) Tickets SS.OO each
Sat., April 2 (3:00 p.m.) Tickets SS.OO each
Sat., April 2 (7:00 p.m.) Tickets SS.OO each
Spring Sing tickets are 54.00 eaeb for Thursday and $5.00 eacb for Friday or
Saturday performances. Tickets lDay be obtained by sending remittaDee and self·
addressed stamped envelope to Spring Siag '13, Box 761, Harding Ualversity,
Searcy, Arkaasas 7l143. (No phone orden pleaie.)
No ref.nds. All pureh~ fin...

~--------------------------------------~
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Brad R. Baker received the B.S. degree in
biology in 1981 from Abilene Christian
University; magna cum laude. He worked as
O.R. attendant in Hendricks Memorial
Hospital in Abilene until August when he
moved to Houston to attend the University
of Texas Medical School. He resides at 2600
Westridge, No. 262, Houston, Texas 77054.

•••

Michael W. Summers (M.Th.) is minister
for the church of Christ in Aberdeen, Md.
He has bec;n elected Secretary of the
Chaplains' Association of Harford
Memorial Hospital. Summers resides at 407
Bar-Kess Ct., Aberdeen, Md. 2100l.

•••

Randall J. Smith (BBA) is employed with
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. as accountaDt. His wife, the former Teresa Tyree
(BA) is assistant dietitian with North Little

Rock Memorial Hospital. ,Th!; couple is at
home at 431 McCain Blvd., U5-C, North
Little Rock, Ark. 72116.

•••

Susan M. Griffin (BA) is employed with
Valley Christian Academy in Flint, Mich. as
physical education and business teacher.
She also coaches girls basketball, volleyball
and softball. Susan resides at 3478
Southgate, Flint, Mich. 48507.

•••

Sue Coker (BA) is employed with Greater
Atlanta Christian School as second grade
teacher. She resides at 6285 Mission Trau,
Mission Ridge Apt. ~, Norcross, Ga. 30071.

•••

Rodney B. Crownover (BSW) is a social
worker with the White County Social
Services in Searcy. He resides at S03 112 N.
Charles, Searcy 72143.

•••

Robert Vawter (BBA) is an accountant
with Vawter, Kennedy & Kennedy, CPAs in
Memphis. He resides at 5487 Poplar Apt.
No.8, Memphis, Tenn. 38119.

•••

Charles L. Barrick Jr. (MAR) is minister
for the church of Christ in Joplin, Mo. He
and wife, Linda, have two sons, Jason
Ed,..ard and Joshua Michael. The family
re~des at 1511 E. 26th, Joplin, Mo. 64S01.

"'

..

Joe Leal (BBA) is an accountant with
Pennzoil Company in Houston, Texas. He
and wife, Tammy, reside at 9700 Court Glen
Dr. No. 1615, Houston, Texas 77099.

•••

Damon Linkous Jr. (BBA) recently joined
Ideal Office Machines as sales manager in
Searcy. He resides at 901 E. Park No.9,
Searcy 72143.

,-,-_ _MARRtAGES
Jodi Davidson (BA'82) to Samuel L. Bates
(BA'82) May 8, 1982.
Marily J. Holmes (BA'78) to Paul D.
Painter October 9. Mrs. Painter is Executive
Secretary with Pickle Architects in Dallas,
Texas and resides at 9863 Audelia No. 2090,
Dallas, Texas 75238.
Mark R. Qement (BBA'8!) to Teresa
Lynn Bauhaus October 30 in Skiatook,
Okla. They reside at 600 West 6th St. Lot
10, Skiatook, Okla: 74140.
Becky A. Mitchell (BA'79) to Robert
Hom October 15.
Diane L. Beach ('77) to Barry Wood'
December 11,1981. Diane received the A.A.
degree in nursing from UCA in 1974 and is
working in an intensive care nursery. She
and Barry reside at 507 Buckeye Dr., Apt.
104, Knoxville, Tenn. 37919.
Deborah Lynne Daniel (BSW'82) to John
L Bland October 16, 1982 in Rockdale,
Texas. They reside at 902 W. Bell, Rockdale, Texas 76567.
Wendy Sue Dahlstrom (BSN'81) to Donn
Roberts Hines (BS'79) August.7, 1982 in a
garden wedding at Wendy's home in
Conneclicut. They were married by Albert
AcOsta (BA'SO). Donn is continuing to work
on his master's degree in mathematics and
is teaching an undergraduate math class at
Montana State University. Wendy works
part..ume at Bozeman Deaconness Hospital.
The couplC>1'esides at S04 S. 20th Ave. No.3,
Bozeman, Mont. 59715.
Robert Yost ('83)10 Kathy Hough March
6, 1982 in S~arcy., They reside at 8310 E.
McDonald No. 8101, Scottsdale, Ariz.
85253.
Steven A. Warnick (BBA'81) to Rebecca
Van Baker June 7. He is employed as a
bookkeeper with Higginbotham Funeral
Home in Walnut Ridge. The couple resides
at 117B W. Main Apt. 2, Walnut Ridge,
Ark. 72476.
Sandra Kay Wilson (BBA'81) to David
Redding November 26 in San Diego, Calif.
David P. Smith (BBA'82) to Sue Quillen
(BSW'82) May 29. David is employed as a
systems engineer at Electronic Data Systems
in Boston, Mass. Sue is tekching at the
Living Word Academy in North Attleboro,
Mass. The new Christian school has an
enrollment of 19 students, and the couple
HARDING UNIVERSITY
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Michael E. Barrington (BS'73) to Cynthia
June Codone October 2 in Pensacola, Fla.
Sarah Ann Birdwell ('84) to Larry
Michael McGinnis ('78) November 27 in
Searcy. Larry is a pharmacist at Central
Arkansas General Hospital and Sarah is a
saleslady with The Colony Shop, a ladies
clothing store. The couple resides at 206 W.
Woodruff, Searcy.
Patricia Gail Linder ('76) to HarVey C.
Allen August 21, 1982. Harvey works with,
the West Columbia church of Christ as an
associate minister. The couple lives at 2~
112 Hook Ave., West Columbia, S.C. 29169.
Vera K. Wallis (BBA'81) to Steven
Andrew Leath (BBA'81) December 17 in
Paragould.
Vera is receptionist and bookkeeper .for
Dr. George Hobby in Paragould and Steve is
bookkeeper for the Children's Home there.
Janet Lynn Price ('82) to David A.
Montgomery Jr. January 8, 1982. Janet is
office manager for Shreveport Mack Sales
in Bossier City while David is attending LSU
in Shreveport. Their address is P.O. Box
5857, Bossier City, La. 71171.
Maryvi O'Brien ('85) to Thomas Merle
Bryant (BBA'82) August 27. Tommy is an
accountant with Arthur Andersen in Dallas.
The couple resides at 5349 Amesbury Apt.
803, Dallas, Texas 75206.
Libby Jo Cochran (BSN'80) to Steve
German August 21. Libby is an R.N. in the
Intensive Care Unit of St. Mary's Hospital
in Lubbock, Texas. Their address is Box
788, Wolfforth, Texas 79382.
Janie Stanton ('84) to Alan Adams
(BBA'82) November 13 in Nashville, Tenn.
They reside at 1012B Clifton Lane, Nash' ville, Tenn. 37204.
,
Kristi Anne Broadaway (BBA'82) to
Stephen Edward Meiners (BA'81) August
14. Steve is a Research Technologist for the
University of Arkansas Medical Center and
an Aquatic Ecologist at the University of
CHILD'S DELIGHT - Mrs. Carl Beavers Jr.• right. explains the detal1s o/the gingerbread house at the children's table set for Christmas at
Arkansas at Little Rock. Kristi is the office
the home ofDr. and Mrs. Kenneth Davis Jr~ as Mrs. Murtey Wilson and Mrs. Ed Henderson admire the handiwork o/Chris Davis.
manager Qf Bituminous, Asphalt Sealing
Spec., Inc. The couple resides at 4214
. Son, Joshua, to David· (BA'SO) andf'Robin
(BA'80) and Laura Miller (BA'SO) Grady
December 11 in Glenpool,· Okla.
Kenyon, Little Rock, Ark. 72205..
Remy ('81) Weidner May 29.
.
October 23. David j is administrator of
Daughter, Lacy Lee, to Phill (BS'70) and
Jean Ney (BS'81) to Michael Gene Bryant
Son, Matthew Gregory, to Greg and Patty
Geriatrics Nursing Home and Laura is a
Sharon Webb (BA'74) Pharr August 16.
July 31. Jean is layout artist with Jerry
Parker (BA'78) Cole recently in Rockford,
housewife. The family resides at WI Beville,
Son, Mark Allen, to Bob (BA'70) and
Harris Advertising while her husband is a
m.
Blytheville, Ark. 72315.
Beth Holloway ('71) Watson September 17.
teacher and head football coach at
Son, Clinton Zachary, to Alan W. (BS'75)
Son, Walter Phillip, to Henry and Regina
Son, Brian Gregory, to Charles (BA'70)
Shreveport Christian School. They reside at
and Valerie Markley (BA'75) Harris OcKirk ('72) Burch December W, 1981. The
and Connie Kiser July 13.
9250 Dean Rd. No. 221, Shreveport, La.
tober 14. He joins sister, Lisa Gail, two.
family resides at 5440 Jasmine Cv, MemSon, Matthew Ryan, to Robert (BA'78)
71118.
They live at 523 S. Judson, Ft. Scott, Kan.
and Lee Ann Logue ('78) Wise December 16
phis, Tenn. 38115.
Jodie Melinda Brown ('83) to James R. . 66701.
Son, Kevin James, to David ('78) and
in Arlington, Texas. Bob is employed by
Montgomery ('84) November 27 in Urbana,
Daughter, Christy Ann, to Michael and
Joyce Cash ('77) Brazile June 26. He joins
Apple Computer as a Sales Training
111. They both work for Carle Clinic in
Paula Link ('78) Murray June 11 in
brother, Darin Michael. The family lives at
Specialist. Lee Ann is a homemaker. They
Urbana and reside at 105 E. Green Apt. No.
Knoxville, Tenn. She joins a sister, Rebecca
214B S.E. 2nd St., Andrews, Texas 79714.
reside at 1919 Baywood Lane, Arlington,
A-7, Champaign, 111. 61820.
'Leigh, W months.
Daughter, Audra Vivien, to Craig ('82)
T€ias 76014.
Merroli Ann Dunagan (BA'75) to John
Son, Andrew Kahai, to Stephen and Gib
and Patricia Harville (BA'79) Zeringue
Daughter, Molly Catherine, to Chuck
Haas June 26. The couple resides at 6420 E.
Ann Berryhill ('SO) Tam October 9. He
November 17 in Searcy.
(BA'73) and Melinda Shappley (BA'77)
Bayley, Wichita, Kan. 67W7.
resides with ~ister, Anya J:ai and parents at
Daugliter, Cecile Michelle, to Tom ('77)
Hicks December 28 in Searcy.
Elaine Marie Sutton (BA'82) to Jeff
J3()3 Ferndale Congo Road, Little Rock,
and Priscilla Parsons November 12.
Loftiss November 26 in Burns Flat, Okla.
Ark. 72210.
Daughter, Amanda Clare, to Dr. Kelly
Elaine is a leaming disabilities teacher in
Son, Marcus James, to Glen (BS'70) and
and Maryann Cooper (BA'72) Felps January
Clinton, Okla. Her husband is engaged in
Nancy Mitchell (BS'70) Blue November 8 in
6, 1982. The family resides at 609 E. Lamar,
farming. The couple resides at Route 2, Dill
Our Sympat/.ty To
Searcy.
Temple, Texas 76.S01.
City, Okla. 73641.
The family of Mrs. R.A. Slentz, the
. Son, Jonathan Herbert, to Dave and Mary
Son, Robert David, to Robbie (BA'82)
John C. Weaver (BA'82) to Terry Lynn
former Edith Hulett (BA'42), who died June
Chinworth (BA'77) Schallert November 18.
and Mona Shackelford September 20. They
Lafferty May 10. They are both employed
1, 1982 in San Antonio, Texas.
Dave is a student- at Bear alley School of
reside at 9943 Miller Rd., No. W64, Dallas,
with Harding University.
The family of Weldon W. Richards ('43)
Biblical Studies. The family resides at 1490
Texas 75238.
.\ J
I I.'.
f
who died November 2 in Bald Knob. He is
S. Reed~~p~.lqlC, l;.alte~, 'olo,~i26.
Daughter, Jenny Marie, to Gordon and
survived by his wife, the former. Ruth Ray
IT, • . "
< II •• " • •• ,
Son, Kyl~ ~ Matthe~ to"'$tan ('80) and
'Patricia McNutt (BS'63) Hen October 29.
;
(Grad.), a brother, Winfred Richards ('42)
Debbie Webb November 11 in Malden, Mo.
Son, Micah Livingston, to Allen and
Son, Miles Logan, to Mitch (BA'79) and
of Bald Knob, two sisters, Montine Whitley
Janice McIntosh (BA'70) Houtz September
Son, Nathanel Lee, to Donald (BS'SO) and
Peggy Blair' ('79) Rush November 14; He
('45) and Geraldine Jamison, both of Bald
Kathy Bailey (BSN'81) Holland April 15 in
30.
'jbiDs)o tHree:year~old Ainanda:' The 'family
Knob and a daughter, Jeannie Locke of Pine
Clearwater, FIa: The: konand~ now :Iiv~ in
, Son, Adam Gregory, to John R. (BS'70)
Bluff.
resides at 4228 E. 67th Terrace, Kansas
Louisiana at 105 Drake Dr., Lafayette, La.
and Diane Thompson October 30.
J.V. Copeland, Jr. (BA'32) in the death of
City, Mo. 64132.
70518.
Son, Kipten Kirkmichael, to Paul (BA'7!)
his wife, Inelle Barker Copeland, August 18
Daughter, Elizabeth Dawn, to Mike
Daughter, Kelly Rachelle, to Robert
and Kayla Hyde ('70) Haynie December 3.
in ForeSt Park, Ga.
.
(BA'78) and Karen Rettig ('SO) Chalenburg
(BS'77) and Melina Baggett November 13 in
Son, Jared Alston, to Bobby (BA'76) and
David Kernodle ('64) of Harrison, Denton
November 30 in Searcy.
Lafayette, La.
Marlene Lester (BS'76) Rothfus Oc:tober 15.
Kernodle (BS'65) of Jonesboro and Teny
Son, Daniel Andrew, to Michael
He joins big sister, Janell, two.
Daughter, Sarah June, to Mike (BA'7S)
Kernodle (BA'73) of Searcy, in the death of
(M.Th.'81) and Sheryl Davis (BS'73)
Daughter, &ther Marie, to Parker
and Shelly Lincoln October 26 in Searcy.
their father, Arthur David Kernodle, of
McGraw September 19 in Memphis, Tenn.
Son, Joel Ware, to David and Nancy
(BA'68) and Uolanda Gunn December 4,
Son, Nathaniel Wayne, to Keith (BA'SO)
Wynne who passed away November 25. He
Dawne Ware ('77) Bailey April 8 in
1981 in Memphis, Tenn. She joins sisters,
was a retired oil dealer, farmer ~ merand Jennifer Percell October 10 in Iowa
Amy Lynn, nine and Miriam Danette, sO:.
Texarkana, Texas. He joins sister, Sarah
chant.
City, Iowa. He joins. sister, Ni~ole Cherie, 21
Dawne, three.
Son, Kawika Scott (Hawaiian for David),
months. The family lives at 721 E. Jefferson,
Lois Vaughan Vines (BA'47) in the death
Son, Micah Livingston, to Allen and
to Gary (MAR'79).. and Nelda Batten
Washington, Iowa 52353.
of her father, Hugh Vaughan, December 4.
Janice McIntosh (BA'70) Houtz September
(BA'75) Lyons December 15, 1982 in Hilo,
Memorial services were in Granite, Okla.
Son, Robert Mitchell, to Keith (BA'82)
30 in Kenai, Alaska.
Hawaii. The family resides at 46 Lono St.,
Dr. and Mrs. Jimmy Carr (special) in the
and Amy Pipkin ('83) Groves November 27
Hilo, Hawaii 96720.
Twin sons, Aleunder Michael and Alan
in Springfield, Mo.
death of his moth~, Eula Carr, December
. Daughter, Melanie Christine, to David
Mark to Dr. Mark and Jane Davis ('78)
28 in Searcy.
Daughter, Stella Suzanne, to David
(BBA'80) and Debra Olree (BA'SO) Dyke
Floyd Oc:tober 18 in Pine Bluff, Ark.
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Runners Add Color to Noon League 'Athletics
.
by Bruce Cook
The lunch break means different
things to different people. Far some it
means an hour to run errands, to rush
home and cook a hurried meal, to
remain in the office with a favorite
sandwic,h for a "working hinch," to
spend leisurely with friends and fine food
at a local restaurant, or to simply close
on,e's eyes for a quick forty winks.
Another lunch alternative that many
Harding faculty and staff members
choose is exercise. The busy and
demanding pace 'Of counseling 'students,
conducting research, preparing lessons,
writing for publication, grading tests,
attending and !!peaki~g at busjness and
professional meetings, sponsoring
student organizations, and performing
various other duties, takes its toll.
Coupled with family, social, civic and
church responsibilities, time becomes a
precious commodity and pressure release '
a necessity. So many faculty and staff
mem bers utilize the lunch hour for
fitness and recreation.
"Noon leaguers," as they have dubbed
themselves, fmd enjoyment in both
competitive and non-competitive sports,
including racquetball, tennis and
basketball, as well as swimming, bicycle
riding and weightIifting.

Perhaps the most visible group on
campus, however, is led by Jeff Hopper.
The runners, as distinguished from the
joggers, include Hopper, Steve White,
Steve Garrett, Chris Dell, Paul Pollard,
Cliff Sharp, Marvin Robertson and
Searcy doctor Bill White.
"I playedbasketbalUoJ several years,
~ut found it was easier for me to chart
progress in conditioning by timirig my
running," said Hopper, who has completed five marathons, with a best time of
three hours and 16 minutes, which is
respectable in running circles.
The group averages, about eight. miles
a day, according to Hopper, and one
member of the group, Bill White, has
run in the prestigious Boston Marathon.
Most members of the group have
competed in at least one marathon, with
the most recent being the Rocket City
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Marathon in Huntsville, Ala. in
'December.
Coach Sharp, who is a grandfather,
completed the 26-mile course in three
hours and 11 minutes. ;
Garrett, a computer programmer, has
the fastest time of the group, with a two
hour and 53 minute clocking. Garrett
was listed in Runner's World magazine
in 1982 after winning the novice division
of the Riverfest 10 K (kilometers,
equivalent to six miles) Road Race, in
May. He has since run a. 35 minute 10 K.
Garrett "said he was the designated
"dog protector" of the colorful group,
which has several runs charted and
labeled as ".cit)t" and ~'collntry" runs, to
provide variety. Garrett said when the
group ,encounters dogs, it is his
responsibility to run on the side of the
road where the dogs are, since he is not
afraid of them, and to distract the dogs
from the other runners. His cue to take
action is the plaintive cry "Positions!"
from some more faint-hearted member
of the group.
"I try to act aggressive/, said Garrett,
"and it's worked so far."
Garrett is a relative newcomer to the
group, only taking up running on a
regular basis in July 1981. "It's hard for
me to run by myself," he said; "I prefer
the group, and our uninterrupted hourlong conversations.
"I enjoy the side effects and physical
benefits more than the actual running
itself," he said. "It's kind of a habit now,
part of my daily routine."
Other members with respectable times
include Steve White, with a three hour
and p m~ute marathoD; lind Dell,:!l 39minute 10 K ract.
Cold' weather is no deterrent to the
group, which bundles up and keeps on
going. Besides determination and
closeness, the group also has a language
all its own.
The term "PR" refers to "personal
record" instead of "public relations."
"Runner's density" is a subtle way of
explaining to fellow runners that the
extra weight you have gained is· from
muscle and not fat tissue. "Fragmenting" refers to the order in which the

Running'-enthusiasi$ Chris [)ell, Jeff Hopper and Steve White, I. IOJI., time runners in the
Bison Booster Invitational crOS's country~ meet laSt Jail al the Bald Knob Country ClUb.
group finishes, separately or in small
groups instead of altogether.
Members of the group weigh each day
before a run, and the terms "false high"
and "false low" indicate, respectively,
whether your. weight is more or less than
you expect it to be on a particular' day.
And last but not1east, the "dell" nozzle
is a nickname assigned to the
showerhead with the strongest velocity of
water. which Chris Dell usually manages
to reach first.
Garrett said the group at one time
would occasionally meet at the gym and
pile all of their monthly bills together,
then separate them and chart a course to
include aU the local businesses, and
tiDally run across town to pay their bills.
Another unique approach to running

involves running in formation. The
runners choose a pattern, such as a star,
square, diamond, etc., and run in formation, giving a symmetrical effect.
"Kind of like the Blue Angels." one
runner quipped.
Occasionally adversity strikes, such as
the time Bill White was "attacked" by a
pair of man-eating, ceramic cheetahs in
someone's front yard.
But usually the rather dry, laid-back
sense of humor is provided from within,
such as when Robertson, a staff sergeant
in the U.S. Army Reserve, barks orders
at a busy intersection: "Squad halt!
Battle Stations! Column Leftl"
Humor and exercise are both effective
relaxation techniques, something to look
forward to in a busy schedule.

Football Lettermen-Selected, 12 School Records Broken
Forty-two football lettermen, including
Fullerton of Mesquite, Texas, Gary Hill of
two NATA All-Americans. have been anMemphis, David Kent of Covington, Ind.,
nounced by Harding University head coach
Tom Martin of Vincennes, Ind., Paul
/ John Prock.
Maturi of Dallas, Phillip Nannie of Nashville, Tenn., McCoy, Gordon Roddenberry
Five Bisons received NAIA District 17
recognition. They were Blickenstaff,
ofPavo, Ga. and Byron Walls of Columbus,
Baldwin, tightend Durwood. ,Q';Y, , aq~ .. Ohio.
defensive end Ron Kolhbrand of Merritt
Fourteen athletes on the 1982 squad
Island, Fla., and return specialist Tony
received their first intercollegiate letter.
McCoy of Texarkana, Texas.
They are Tyran Baker of Louisville, Ky., Jo
Four-year letter award w~ners are
Reed Brumley of Columbus, Miss., John
Blickenstaff, Randy Buttram ' of WinBaker of Ft. Walton Beach, Fla., David
demere, Fla., Steve Jones of Creve Coeur,
Burrus of Beebe, Ark.. Steve Dudley of St.
Mo., Kohlbrand, Jimmy McDowell of North
Petersburg, Fla., Scott Franklin of DunLittle Rock, Ark., Mike Peacock and Kevin
woody, Ga., Wes Hunt of Denison, Texas,
Webb, both of Searcy.
Drake Jackson of Temple, Texas, Jeff Klein
Receiving three-year numerals are
of Tabernacle, N.J.;
Baldwin, Dry, Gordon Gerbholz of Omaha,
Scott Mooney of Hardy, Ark., Jerry Riley
Neb., Mark Hoppe of Nashville, Tenn.,
of Sulphur Springs; Texas, Glenn Segars of
James Joyce of Huntsville, Ala., Scott
Lithonia, Ga., Jeff Teague of Grandview,
leDoux of Jennings, La., Greg Poston of
Mo. and Z.C.O. Uhatafe'of St. Petersburg,
Memphis, Tenn., John Tom Thompson of
Fla.
Nashville, Tenn., and Steve Hunter of
Tim Thrasher of Tulsa earned his third
Stigler, Okla.
letter as team manager arid Mark Petit of
Two-year lettermen are Mark Adkison of
Elijay; Ga., was awarded his first 1etter as
Tulsa, Okla., Darren Clepper of Hurst,
team trainer.
'
Texas, Bret Frantz of Dallas, Texas, David
Page 14

The 1982 football season was a record
In addition, Baldwin joined Robert Akins
setting one for the Harding University
(1975) and Ron Chase (1980) as the only
Bisons as 12 individual and team standards
Bisons ever to intercept three passes in a
were either rewritten or equaled.
single game. Baldwin intercepted three
Five Bison athletes, quarterback Kyle,
against Henderso!, Stat~ University.
Blickenstaff, defensive back Bruce Baldwin,
In the pass receiving Adkison and
receivers Mike Peacock and Mark Adkison
PeacoCk jomed th~ other BisQns who have
and kicker Steve Hunter figured
caught two touchdown passes in a single
prominently in 11 of the new marks.
game.
Blickenstaff closed out his collegiate
Adkison, a sophomore from Tulsa,
career by setting six new records this 'season. ' .
caught two'scOring passes against Arkansas
career passes attempted (618), career passes
Tech, a feat he had also accomplished in
completed (276) and career punting average
1981 against the Wonder Boys.
'(39.4). A season record set in 1982 by
A senior from Searcy, Peacock caught two
Blickenstaff was in punting as he compiled
touchdown
passes in the season opener to
a 42.4 average' in 58 punts, and he set a
put
his
name
in the record book.
record of 72' yards for the longest ~ingle
In the Bison kicking game, junior Steve
punt.
Hunter added to his career field goal record.
Baldwin, a senior from Jacksonville, Ill.,
With eight this season, the soccer-sty1ed
rewrote the school and Arkansas Inkicker
now has 23 career field goals for a
tercollegiate Conference records ' for inschool record. The Stigler, Okla. kicker
terceptions. For his three-year career
holds all Harding field goal records.
Baldwin captured 23 enemy passes to set an
all-time AIC interception record. He
In the team category, Harding posted its
finished the past season with 11 theftS to tie
finest defensive performal\ce against
the AIC single season record of RoyEoff of
rushing when Lane College (TeDJl.) was held
to zero yards gained in the season opener.
Arkansas Tech.

....
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Bis'on's" "Post"Wiri'n'iiig"'Re~ord"'lrf'Eatly" "S-eas'(jn"Actioh"
Basketball is off to a rapid start on the
Harding scene as the Bisons have recorded
an 8-5 record thus far in the 1982-83
- campaign.
Featuring sharp ball handling and good
shooting, coach Jess Bucy's team won the
Harding Invitational tournament to open
the season and took its first Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference win on a last
second score by junior Allen Gibbons.
Topping the century mark with a 107-82
win over Culver-Stockton (Mo.), the Bisons
then came back in the finals of its own
tournament to win over Union University
(Tenn.) 90-72.
Gibbons, a 6-9 center from North Little
Rock, banked in a IS-foot jump shot with
five seconds to play to sting the University of
Arkansas-Monticello Boll Weevils 51-SO,
January 6 to open conference action.

·,
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Senior guard Hubie Smith of Memphis,
Tenn. has teamed with Gibbons to provide
the offensive power of the Bisons. Gibbons
is averaging 19.7 points per game with
Smith close on his heels with a 17.6 point '
average per game.
A trio of newcomers who have made their
mark in the Bison court are junior college
transfers Floyd and Lloyd Smith of Marvel,
Ark. and freshman Kenny Collins of Valley
Springs, Ark. Floyd and Lloyd are twin
brothers and their exciting guard piay has
of the season.
been a highlight
.

.

Harding has connected on 199 of 260 free
throws to earn a national ranking in the
NAIA statistics. Through 13 games, the
Bisons have an impressive .765 free throw
percentage as well as a .SOS field goal
average.

Outlook .for Spring Appears
Promising, Coaches Declare
The spring sports outlook poses a
challenge to the Bisons, defending AIC
champions in golf and track.
Harding opens the 1983 tennis com" petition as the defending champions of
NAIA District 17 and owners of a 23rd place
finish in the NAIA national meet a year ago.
This spring coach David Elliott and his
netters will be shooting to chiim the only
objective that eluded them a year ago - the
AIC championship.
Two AU-AIC standouts return to lead the
Bisons, senior David Redding of Nevada,
Mo. and sophomore Nigel Liverpool of St.
Vincent, W.1. Three other lettermen return
solid talent in Rex Fowler of West Plains,
Mo., Nat Malone of Searcy and Keith Mays
of Milan, Tenn.
"Depth will be our strong suit," Elliott
stated. "We've got quality players from top
to bottom and we're definitely after the
conference title. We want to go back to
Kansas City."
Talented newcomers include transfer
Mike Clayton of Huntington Beach, Calif.,
John Goodspeed of Pine Bluff, Ark;, Peter
Nanton of St. Vincent, W.I., Dale
Thompson of Germantown, Tenn., Donnie
Wallis of Searcy and Jon Wood of North
Little Rock, Ark.
The Bison netters will open the 1983
season Feb. 24 against Arkansas State
University in Searcy.
Harding's baseball program made great
strides last year and coach Dick Johnson
indicated this year's team should be one of
the most exciting units in the Arkansas
Intercollegiate Conference.
A trio of All-AlC performers ,W;Ul,
retlfql,
t _
•
.;
to lead a sohd nucleus of 10 retUrning
lettermen. Six of the returnees are seniors.
The all-league players are senior Rich
Katchur (.412) and Mike GaIloway (6-1) and
'
junior Marty Ninemire (.310).
"With our experience we have the
capability of contending for the AIC
championship," Johnson said. "There are a
lot of 'ifs' involved, but we think we're much
improved."
Returning starters include catcher Dean
HaIey (.311) of Broken Arrow, Okla., infielders Dan Johnston (.323) of
Albuquerque. N.M., Ninemire ~f Salem.
Ark .• Rob Nossaman of Memphis. Tenn.•
and outfielders Katchur of South River. N.J.
and Kelvan Musgrave of Bartlesville. Okla.
Veteran pitchen include Galloway of
Chesapeake, Ohio. Kenny Kinnear of
Oklahoma City. Okla•• Dave Payne of Mt.
_
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Orah, Ohio, Jimmy Sites of Little Rock and
Stan Valentine of Searcy.
.
After a warmup against Garland County
Junior College on March 3, the regular
season will open March 8 in Memphis
against Le Moye Owen College.
Golf coach Phil Watkins returns only two
lettermen, but expressed an optimistic
forecast for the 1983 campaign. As
defending Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference champions, the Bisons will have
their work cut out for them.
Three-time All-AIC and NAIA District 17
performer - Hubie Smith of Memphis
headlines this year's group and will be aided
by John Hendricks of Shreveport, La.
Newcomers include transfer John
Tarkington of Searcy, sophomore John Tate
of Pass Christian, Miss.• and freshman Bob
Pittenger of Shawnee Mission, Kansas,
Mike Saegert of Siloam Springs, Ark.. and
Didier Villard of the Ivory Coast, Africa.
"From top to bottom, this could be one of
our strongest teams," Watkins said. "We're
going to be competitive." The opening
match will be played during the first 'week
after spring break, March 12-20, at Little
Rock Country Club. and will include teams'
from nine AIC school's.
Defending AIC champions in outdoor
track, the Bisons will open their quest for a
third straight title March 8 in Arkadelphia.
The season will conclude May 26-28 in
Charleston. W.Va.
All-AIC sprinter Tony McCoy will return
to lead the veteran team of 12 returning
lettermen, including miler and two-miler
Joe O'Conor, 100-, 200-meter specialist Jeff
1 Murrah, and triple jump, threat Jeff
Robinson. Also, Rod Teague, shot put and
discus, Mitch McCohn, SOOO meters, and
Jeff Westover, 800 meters, provide strength
for the team,
Coach Ted Lloyd expects around 35
athletes on the squad. including five or six
freshmen. two transfers and one athlete who
was ineligible last year.
"We anticipate having a good track
teaIl)," he said. "but it's too early to tell how
good."
But if early indications are any measure.
the Bisons will be competitive during the
spring sports season, and may bring home
.
their share of trophies.
Spring football practice will begin March
7 and conclude April 19. with S8 candidates
at present. according to head coach John
Prock. Newcomers include juniors Preddy
Palacious and Robert Powell.

Junior center Allen Gibbons tips in a bucket against Arkansas College in a recent AlC
contest. The 6-9 postman is leading the AlC in both scoring and rebouding categories.

Baldwin, Blic~eristaff Named
To NAIA Ail-AmeriCa Teams
i

Two Harding University footballers,
Bruce BaIdwin and Kyle Blickenstaff, have
received All-America recognition from the
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics.
Baldwin. a defensive back, was selected to
the first team defensive unit and
Blickenstaff, a quarterback-punter. was
named to the second team as a kicking
specialist. The announcement was made by
Charles Eppler, NAIA Director of Communications in Kansas City, Mo.
Both players had previously been named
to the All-Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference and All-District 17 All-star units.
A premedical major, Blickenstaff also
was elected to the College Division
Academic All-America second team of the
College Sports Information Directors
Association (CoSIDA). He was the 1982
winner of the NAIA's A.O. Duer ScholarAthlete Award and is a member of th~
Alpha Chi national scholarship society.
A former all-sport standout at
lacksonvi1le High School, Baldwin set
season and career interception records in
the Bison secondary. During the 1982
season the 6-2, 200 lb. senior intercepted 11
passes to tie the Arkansas. Intercollegiate
Conference single season mark and raise his
career total to a record of 23. He eclipsed
the old standard of 22 set by Monte
Coleman. now with the Washington
Redskins.
A three-sport letterman, Baldwin clll.lle to
Harding on a basketball scholarship.
participated in track and moved over to
football to play three seasons for the Bisons.
Endowed with outstanding jumping ability• .
Baldwin set an AIC freshman record of 48-6

Blickensto,f{

Baldwbl

in the triple jump and has a 49-8 112 all time
best in the event. He has 16ng-jumped 22-6
and high-jumped 6-6.
During the 1982 season, Baldwin was
credited with 33 tackles and 17 assists, in
addition to his interceptions. His 11 interceptions ranked third in the final season
NAIA statistics.
A 6-3, 195 lb. senior, Blickenstaff was
selected as the punting specialist for the
second team. He averaged 42.4 yards per
kick on .58
during the 1982 season.
His performance was good enough to lead
the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference
and rank fifth in the NAIA nationa1
statistics. A left-footed kicker; Blickenstaff
had a career total of 196 punts for a 39.4
yard average.
Blickenstaff was a three-year starter at
quarterback for the Bisons. He set all-time
school records in career passing yards
(3,067), career passes attempted (618),
passes attempted single season (262), career
passes completed (276). career punting
average (39.4). single season punting
average (42.4), longest punt (72 yards) and
total offense in a single game (300 yds.).

punts
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Harding University admits students of any race. color . and national or ethnic origin . Also. in
compliance with Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972. and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Harding University does not discrimindt~ on the basis of sex or handicap
in its educational program, activities, or employment except where necessitated by specific religious tenets held by the institution and its controliing body.

NURSING ANNIVERSARY: Epsilon Omicron. the Harding Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau Nursing Society. v.;ill celebrate its
.first anniversary Feb. 15 witll.<l spring.,i"d-uctioll.o/ ~nembers. Holding the charter are chaP.ter vi~e pres.ident Randy Good.win.
ie/fl. and Jerry Myhan, aSSOCl(lle· pro~sor of nUTiSl1lg and chapter treasurer. At far left IS Elame Eltbee of Heber Spnngs.
ohapter president. and n/:!.."(t is Dr. Comelfa Beck. associate professor of graduate nursing DC the University of Arkansas
Medical Sciences campus. Atfar right is Cathaleen Smith, nursing chairman and sponsor.
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Campus Calendar
Arkansas Symphony Orchestra Concert. . . .. . . . .. Feb. 1
Outreach Seminar ...................... , . . .. Feb. 4-5
Invitational Indoor Track Meet ............ . . . .. Feb. 5
Black History Month: The Gospel Explosion. . . . .. Feb. 5
Basketball: Henderson State University .........•.. Feb. 7
Swim Meet: Hendrix College .................... Feb. 8
Harding University Management Seminar ...•. Feb. 11-12
Invitational Indoor Track Meet ........... • ... , Feb. 12
Basketball: Hendrix College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 12
A WH Meeting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 14 '
Basketball: College of the Ozarks. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 14
Open House Women's Dormitories ............ , Feb. 15
Open House Men's Dormitories ................ Feb. 17
NAIA District 17 Track Meet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 17
Spring Band Tour ............ .. ........... Feb. 17-21
Concert: The Presley Family. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 18
High School Invitational Indoor Track Meet ..... Feb. 19
Basketball: Arkansas Tech University ........... Feb. 21
Band Concert ............................... Feb. 22
Black History Month Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 22
Michael Iceberg Concert ........... , . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 24
Tennis: Arkansas State University .............. Feb. 24

"The Tavern: A Melodrama" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 24-26
A Cappella Winter Concert ....... , . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 27
Basketball: University of Central Arkansas ...... Feb. 28
American Studies Speaker: Kenneth Hahn ..•... March 1
Baseball: Garland County Juni(Jr College. . . . . .. March 3
Don Williams Concert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. March 4
Outreach Seminar .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. March 4-5
Mark Whitaker Piano Recital ...... ... .. .. , . .. March 6
Red Cross Blood Drive ............•..•..•. March 7-10
Tennis: Ouachita Baptist University .. , .....•.. , March 8
Tennis Team Trip ............. , , .... " .... March 9-17
Track Team Trip ........................ March 11-20
Spring Break ....................... : .... March 12-20
AWH Meeting ......... , ......... ' ......... March 14
Baseball: Arkansas Tech University .. .' .. , ..... March 19
Tennis: Henderson State University .. , . . . . . . • . March 22
High School History Day. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. March 22
Baseball: Rust College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. March 28
Tennis: UniversilY of Central Arkansas. : . . . . . . March 29
Tennis: University of Arkansas-Little Rock .... March 31
Baseball: Southwest State University ..... , ... . March 31
Spring Sing Opening Night .. ,i, , ......... .. . . . March 31
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